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Welcome to the conference! 

The Dave Elman Medical Hypnosis Course 

was attended by thousands of physicians, 

dentists and psychiatrists from 1949-1962. 

Dave and Pauline Elman traveled around the 

US, teaching a 10-week course, until Dave’s 

heart attack in 1962.  

During this time, an evolution of Dave Elman’s 

techniques was brought about and enhanced 

by the collaboration with the physician and 

dentist ‘students’ who field-tested methods as 

they worked with their patients and would then 

share their successes and failures with the 

class. Successes would at times be added to 

the course syllabus. Thus, the methods kept 

evolving. 

 

 

Dave devised a rapid induction which he referred to as his ‘3-minute routine’ and is known today as the Dave 

Elman Induction (D.E.I.). Many schools teach it, and many hypnotists use it as their go-to induction because it 

is highly effective and has world-wide appeal.  Gil Boyne writes in the “Hypnotherapy” forward “Then I heard 

Dave Elman at work!  In August, 1956…one of my students loaned me a tape recording of one of Elman’s 

Classes for physicians!  Just a few minutes of Listening had an electrifying effect upon me.  I knew immediately 

that Dave Elman had ‘THE FEVER!’… a quality of excitement that ripens into an intense dedication and a 

lasting devotion to the use of hypnosis as a major treatment modality.” 

This Conference is a Celebration of the legacy of Dave Elman and his hypnosis methods plus to continue to 

build upon them. Today this exchange of hypnosis knowledge can expand through the magic of Zoom! 

Featured Speakers and global presenters will bring alive the Dave Elman experience as it influenced them 

personally, professionally and will look at his work in current terms. Thus, the Evolution of Hypnosis continues 

as Dave Elman’s ongoing influence is documented today.  WELCOME!  You are all part of this.  Someone 

looked at the line-up and said this is filled with Rock Stars.  So, welcome to the Woodstock of Hypnosis!   Dave 

would be blown away by the expanse of this event and would love to have met each and every one of you.  

 

Cheryl & Larry Elman 

www.ElmanHypnosis.com 
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Cheryl J. Elman, CH, CI, CMT, BS Ed   -   USA 

Conference Producer 

 
Cheryl Elman is the president and Primary Marketing 
Force of the Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute.  
 
“It has been my dream to have Larry share his father’s 
methods with this community and we have had the 
pleasure of traveling to 17 countries teaching and 
presenting.  I never imagined it could culminate into this 
event and we are so honored that you are all part of it.   
Each one of these presenters have touched our lives and 
hearts in the past 12 years and are coming from over 20 
countries.” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Cheryl was a HS Special Need teacher, an art teacher, and artist.  She has also worked as a VP, and 
trainer of two companies in NYC for 14 years. This experience has made her uniquely equipped to 
become a hypnosis trainer globally. Whether she is working with a client during a one-on-one 
Hypnosis session or teaching a class full of future Hypnotists, she brings humor, energy, and 
creativity to every situation.   
 
 

• Certified Consulting Hypnotist·  

• President and Marketing Director of DEHI (Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute)   

• Goulding SleepTalk® for Children Consultant and International Trainer        

• 2013 Lifetime Achievement Award from HypnoseKongress, Zurich         

• 2014 Educator of the Year Award from Mid-America Hypnosis Conference. 

• ICBCH Hypnotist of the Year 

• BS in Elementary Ed and Special Education K-12 from Syracuse University 

• Certified Master Trainer (IACT) International Association of Counselors and Therapists 

• DEHI Certified Hypnosis School Instructor for the International Medical and Dental Hypnosis 
Association (IMDHA) 

• Lifetime Honorary Member of the Australian Society of Clinical Hypnosis 

• Lifetime Honorary Member of the New Zealand Hypnosis Association 

• Lifetime Honorary Member of the Asociatia Romana De Hipnoza 

• Co-Producer of DEHI Training Products 

• Virtual Gastric Band Practitioner 
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Larry Elman, CH, CI, CMT, SB Engineering (MIT), MS Engineering - USA 

Certified Consulting Hypnotist and Son of Dave Elman 

Welcome!   I am proud to see how large a Conference my lovely wife 
generated.   It reflects how important Dave Elman’s work was and how 
that work has come down through the many decades, evolving to meet 
the changing needs of both the Hypnosis Profession and the Clients it 
serves.   
 
I remember when my father hoped that eventually all physicians would 
learn hypnosis and make the human mind a more effective healing 
tool.  Instead, today,  physicians using our skills will,  more often than 
not,  do so by having a hypnotist assist them.  When you are in that 
position, subtly teach your doctor careful hypnotic semantics, as that is 
the heart of making Dave Elman’s methods effective. 
 
In 2008, I was fortunate to be interviewed by Sean Michael Andrews.  
The interview led to my first lecture on hypnosis – a history of Dave 

Elman’s hypnosis courses given at the National Guild of Hypnotists.  What I discovered at that convention was 
that there were many fine colleagues with many variations on what dad originally taught.  They followed the 
same philosophy but with modifications to fit many additional persons, situations and problems. 
  
This Conference reflects that growth and that evolution.  Watch and listen to the varied presentations of your 

colleagues – you will learn so much and enjoy so much.  Dave Elman,  my father,  would be so delighted with 

this event.  Thank you to all the presenters and participants and I look forward to meeting you throughout the 

weekend.     ~ H. Larry Elman 

 

Accolades 
Certified Consulting Hypnotist  
Certified Hypnosis Instructor with the National Guild of Hypnotists (NGH) 
Certified Master Trainer with IACT (international Association of Counselors and Therapists  
Certified Instructor of our IMDHA school (International Medical & Dental Hypnosis Association) 
Certified Instructor for ICBCH 
CEO of the Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute (DEHI) 
2009 Presentation Award from the NGH (National Guild of Hypnotists)   
2011 IHF ANGEL Award (International Hypnosis Federation)   
2013 Humanitarian Award from IACT (International Association of Counselors and Therapists)  
2013 Lifetime Achievement Award from HypnoseKongress, Zurich  
2014 Educator of the Year Award from Mid-America Hypnosis Conference.  
DEHI Certified Hypnosis School Instructor for the International Medical and Dental Hypnosis 
Association (IMDHA) 
Lifetime Honorary Member of the Australian Society of Clinical Hypnosis 
Lifetime Honorary Member of the New Zealand Hypnosis Association 
Lifetime Honorary Member of the Asociatia Romana De Hipnoza 
Co-Producer of DEHI Training Products 
B.S. (S.B.)  in Aeronautical Engineering from MIT 
M.S. in Aerospace Engineering and Theoretical and Applied Mechanics from University of Oklahoma 
Post graduate work in Engineering Sciences from Rensselaer Polytech Institute (RPI) 
MIT Educational Counselor for 9 counties in NC  
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Friday Conference Schedule 

as of June 7, 2021(subject to change) 

Find out most current event schedule on our website: https://elmanhypnosis.com/elman-hypnosis-conference/ 

 

All Keynote Presentations will be held in Salon A 

Visit the Social Hall to meet and network with the conference attendees and presenters. 

Visit the Dave Elman Virtual Café and share a meal / beverage with your group at YOUR own breakout room 

 

 

 

 

 

https://elmanhypnosis.com/elman-hypnosis-conference/
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Saturday Conference Schedule 

as of June 7, 2021 (subject to change) 

Find out most current event schedule on our website: https://elmanhypnosis.com/elman-hypnosis-conference/ 

 

All Keynote Presentations will be held in Salon A 

Visit the Social Hall to meet and network with the conference attendees and presenters. 

Visit the Dave Elman Virtual Café and share a meal / beverage with your group at YOUR own breakout room 

 

 

  

https://elmanhypnosis.com/elman-hypnosis-conference/
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Sunday Conference Schedule 

as of June 7, 2021 (subject to change) 

Find out most current event schedule on our website: https://elmanhypnosis.com/elman-hypnosis-conference/ 

 

All Keynote Presentations will be held in Salon A 

Visit the Social Hall to meet and network with the conference attendees and presenters. 

Visit the Dave Elman Virtual Café and share a meal / beverage with your group at YOUR own breakout room 

  

 

  

https://elmanhypnosis.com/elman-hypnosis-conference/
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Featured Keynote Presenters!      Fri   June 11 - Salon A 

 

Nicole Wackernagel-Holzer  (Switzerland)  11:00 EST 

“Elman Methods Built my Confidence for Hypnosis & My Practice” 

Larry and Cheryl met Nicole at our 2012 DEI Centennial Celebration Seminar 

hosted by Hansruedi Wipf in Zurich, Switzerland. We became friends. She was 

shy and lacked confidence but was passionate about hypnosis and Dave 

Elman’s methods.   She had an office in a Dental Clinic and in a short time she 

built it into a full-time practice. Nicole worked extensively with Sean Michael 

Andrews while he was in Germany for several years. Three years later, Larry, 

Sean and I invited Nicole to become a participant in our first graduating Dave 

Elman Trainers class held in Denmark. Shortly after becoming an Elman 

Trainer, she became a Goulding SleepTalk for Children Trainer. Each time, Nicole would ask us, “you think I can 

do that?” 

Over the years, Nicole has grown into a confident trainer, Presenter and Keynote Speaker, she is passioned to 

support other hypnotist and hypnotherapist to get confident and successful in their profession. Today she is the 

founder and owner of the Swiss Hypnosis Institute which has several partner famous hypnosis Institutes around 

the globe. 

 

Hansruedi Wipf  (Switzerland)  17:00 EST 

“From Elman to Kein to Taday!” 

The Elmans met Hansruedi Wipf at the NGH Conference in August 2011. He 

discussed with Larry the two of them teaching a joint seminar Celebrating the 

Centennial of the Dave Elman Induction, He then sat down with Cheryl to 

discuss dates. We were already booked to speak in Australia on that 

weekend, but he convinced Cheryl to stop in Zurich, Switzerland on the way 

to Sydney. (Which was so NOT on the way to Australia! Lol)   Hansruedi is 

the President & Owner of OMNI Hypnosis International, Bestselling Author 

of 4 books on the subject of hypnosis, organizer of the Zurich Hypnosis 

Convention, and the successor of Gerald F. Kein who was the major student 

of Dave Elman. 
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Featured Keynote Presenters!    Sat   June 12 - Salon A 

 

H. Larry Elman  (USA)  11:00 EST 

“What it to Happen, Expect it to Happen, Watch it  

Happen!” 

Larry Elman is the CEO of the Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute, a retired Air Force 

colonel, an Aeronautical Engineer from M.I.T. (SB), Oklahoma University (MS), 

and Renssaleur Polytech (partial doctorate), and he is the son of Dave Elman. 

Larry took his father’s Medical Hypnosis course, along with the doctors and 

physicians, three times when he was a teenager. For the past 12 years, he has 

traveled to 17 countries to present at conferences and teach classes on the Dave 

Elman Hypnosis Methods. Since COVID has restricted travel, Cheryl and Larry have been teaching via zoom 

with a wide global audience.   This conference has been his dream and to record this event tracks the evolution 

of his dad’s methods and through all attending honoring the Legacy of Dave Elman 

 

Sean Michael Andrews  ( USA) 17:00 EST 

“In Search of Dave Elman” 

Sean brought H Larry Elman into this hypnosis community when he came to 

interview Dave Elman’s son, and encouraged the NGH to have Larry speak at their 

2009 Conference.   He also became Cheryl’s instructor plus Sean and Larry 

produced 2 DVD sets together and co-instructed several times. He is the 

Supervising Instructor at the Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute, and he has taught in 

17 countries on 6 continents. Sean is passionate at Instant and Rapid Inductions, 

is a stage hypnotist, a clinician, a patient Instructor, an author and is humble yet 

known as the ‘world’s fastest hypnotist’. He has published on online newsletter steadily for a decade. 

Sean Michael Andrews claims that he ruined Larry and Cheryl’s retirement.   We say he gave us a phenomenal 

lifestyle and a great community, and we are grateful that he was persistent in finding Dave Elman’s son. 
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Featured Keynote Presenters!    Sun   June 13 – Salon A 

 

Sheila Granger   (UK)   11:00 EST 

“Future of Hypnosis in a Post-Pandemic World” 

Larry and Cheryl Elman met Sheila Granger in 2011 at the Shepperton Film 

Studios outside London. Throughout the years we would rendezvous at 

conferences in the US and abroad. Cheryl and Sheila also collaborated on some 

projects and classes plus Sheila hosted Larry and Cheryl for their first Zoom 

Course, which was exciting and eye-opening. 

Sheila is a multi-award winning hypnotherapist, business-owner, and a 

transformational leader in personal and business development. She has been described as “Britain’s leading 

hypnotist” and “A creator of programs that work like magic”. Sheila was recognised for her work by the 

International Medical and Dental Hypnosis Association with the “Hypnotist Of The Year” award in 2019. 

She is the creator of the widely acclaimed Virtual Gastric Band weight loss program and, is also the author of 

two Amazon best selling books, No More Diets and How To Build A Hypnotherapy Business. A professional 

guest and keynote speaker at conferences around the world, Sheila has delivered training to over 2500 hypnosis 

practitioners in 16 countries. 

Sheila built an internationally successful hypnotherapy business from scratch and her growth has been peppered 

with awards. Her mission now is to educate, motivate, help and inspire other hypnotherapists to achieve more 

than they ever thought possible with their own businesses. 

 

Jason Linett   USA  17:00 EST 

“The Opening Wedge – Influence the Elman Way” 

Larry and Cheryl Elman have been friends with Jason Linett since we appeared on 

the scene. We have been guests at his meetups, taught a Best Practices of Dave 

Elman weekend class together in 2014, taught a joint 9-day Master Hypnosis class 

in 2015 and we have had the key to his office for almost 10 years (Not that it helps 

now!) Ask him about our first conversation! 

Jason Linett is a best-selling author, TEDx speaker, full-time professional hypnotist, 

and the host of the WORK SMART HYPNOSIS PODCAST, a program which has been downloaded more than 

a millions times worldwide in more than 100 countries. He was awarded as the “Hypnotist of the Year’ by the 

Mid-America Hypnosis Conference. He has previously delivered inspirational hypnotic keynotes at 

HypnoThoughts LIVE, the Mid-America Hypnosis Conference, the Canadian Hypnosis Conference, and the 

Australian Hypnotherapists Association. His programs, HYPNOTIC WORKERS and HYPNOTIC BUSINESS 

SYSTEMS are used by thousands of professional hypnotists world-wide, and he co-trains the ICBCH Train-the-

Trainer Program. Jason is also the host of the HYPNOTIC LANGUAGE HACKS podcast, teaching online 

entrepreneurs the power of hypnotic communication for ethical business influence. While building a successful 

business is a great goal to strive toward, Jason is most proud of his ability to do so and be at home each night 

with his wife and two children. 
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Conference Presenters!   

Acosta, Juan  -  CHP 

When:  Fri 20:00 EST Salon B 

Hypnodontics Revolution:  Bringing Hypnosis To Every Dental Practice 

In this entertaining presentation you will hear stories of many dental practices from around the world that use 

hypnotic communication skills today to deliver a better patient experience, and we will discuss the evolution of 

dental hypnosis from Dave Elman's contribution and influence to what it is today and how you can play an 

important part in the hypnodontics movement going forward. 

Juan Acosta Bio  (USA) 

Juan P. Acosta is the bestselling author of "Hypnodontics" and host of the Hypnodontics Summit and the Natural 

Comfort Specialist podcast. Juan has worked inside multiple dental practices as office manager, VIP patient 

coordinator, trainer and consultant and has taught the skills of hypnodontics to thousands of dentistry and 

hypnosis professionals from around the world through his online and in-person programs. 

 

******************************************************************* 

Adams, Tracy  -  Clinical Hypnotherapist 

When:  Sat 15:00 EST Salon B 

3 Techniques to Help Insomniacs: Help Your Clients Feel & Sleep Better for 

Good. 

Do you find that some of your insomnia clients sleep great for a night or two and then revert? 30% of adults 

report dealing with insomnia so if you can get consistent, long-term results this is a great niche to develop a 

referral. This course explores the three distinct types of insomnia and reliable hypnotic techniques each will 

respond to. This is a condensed, content-rich session to equip you with the right questions to ask your clients, 

and the tools to help them feel great right away and create sustainable change. 

Tracy Adams Bio  (US) 

Tracy Barrett Adams is a clinical hypnotherapist and hypnosis trainer practicing full-time in Seattle, Washington. 

She specializes in medical hypnosis, with an emphasis on insomnia, neurological issues, pain, childbirth, as well 

as healthy eating and body perception. Tracy's worked with thousands of clients on these and other health-

related issues, and sees clients primarily through physician and licensed therapist referral. Tracy is the author of 

several programs, including the CLEAR Sleep Hypnosis Protocol, HypnoMothering for Fertility, Childbirth, and 

Beyond, and is the co-creator (with Roger Moore) of the Integrative Medical Hypnosis Practitioner Course. 

******************************************************************* 
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Amorim Filho, Dr. Benedito  -  M.D. 

When:  Sat  16:00 EST Salon A 

Hypnosis in the Amazon:  to the people living along the rivers in the rain forest 

The lecture will present our work of the last 3 years with our NGO traveling to the Amazon Rain Forest to bring 

health care to the people living along the rivers in small villages isolated inside the forest. These people have 

never heard anything about hypnosis and, due to the elevated incidence of suicide and depression among them, 

our team began a project to bring support and therapy for them. Hypnotherapy is one of the treatments applied 

and the results will be shared among the public as well as how we had to adapt the technique to their culture. 

Dr. Benedito Amorim Filho Bio  (Brazil) 

Neurosurgeon graduated at Universidade Estadual Paulista - UNESP 

Functional Neurosurgeon Research Fellow at National Institutes of Health - Bethesda-FL  

Chief Neurosurgeon in Pain Medicine Dept at Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein - Sao Paulo/Brazil 

Founder and Instructor of Hypnotherapy and Neuroscience at Cortex Academy  

President of Projeto Servir - NGO APRISCO 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Andrews, Sean Michael  -  CH, CI, DEHI Supervisor, Keynote 

When:  Sat  17:00 EST Salon A 

Keynote:  "In Search of Dave Elman" 

Come hear how Sean Michael Andrews planted the seed for why we are all here this weekend! 

Sean Michael Andrews Bio  (USA) 

Sean Michael Andrews is a classically trained hypnotist and is widely known as the World’s Fastest Hypnotist.  

He is a Certified Hypnotist and a Certified Instructor of Hypnosis. He is a graduate of Regents College (1999).  

Sean is a Master Practitioner of NeuroLinguistic Programming (NLP) and one of the few Practitioners who has 

trained with both co-developers of NLP.  He is the author of two books:  Who, Me? (2015) and Street Hypnosis 

(2016). He is also the author of eight educational video products. 

Sean Michael Andrews has spoken at conferences around the world and has taught in 17 countries.  Sean is 

the supervising instructor for the Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute. 

 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Anthony, Karl  -   

When:  Sun 15:00 EST Salon B 

True Hypnosleep By Design:  Learn the Art of Hypnosleep 

Based on Dave Elman's discovery of Hypnosleep. The History of Hypnosleep (As per the book Hypnotherapy) I 

will share my Journey in developing True Hypnosleep by Design - Breaking down the mechanics. Case Study 

Karl Anthony Bio  (Ireland) 

I am the owner of Irish Hypnosis Ltd (www.irishhypnosis.ie) and also the owner of the Institute of clinical 

hypnotherapy Ireland. Irish hypnosis ltd is the largest provider of professional hypnotherapy in Ireland. We boast 

the General Hypnotherapy Standards Council accreditation and the IHA the international hypnosis association. 

Our ICHI is one of Ireland oldest and biggest providers. 

******************************************************************* 

 

Baker, Lance  -   

When:  Fri 19:00 EST Salon A 

HypnoAnalysis and Ideomotor Response 

Dave Elman referred to hypnoanalysis as the "crown jewel of hypnosis". In this seminar I am going to talk about 

the methods of Hypnoanalysis to find the issue, the 'cure' or the pathway to the 'cure'. To expand on this I will  

delve deeply into the advanced version of integrating the use of Ideomotor Response to engage in conversation 

direct with the subconscious, when regression or analysis isn't getting to where its needed for the change, in 

both the way Dave used it, and others who have explored it further. 

Lance Baker Bio  (Australia) 

Lance Baker is an Australian hypnotherapist and trainer. Lance's primary hypnotic focuses are the use of 

Ideomotor Response, direct voice, and automatic writing to engage in direct conversation with elements of our 

consciousness along with the energetic origins of hypnosis; Mesmerism, or as it was known in the day, Animal 

Magnetism.  Lance is the host of Akasha Talks, a podcast on consciousness and healing. His book on Ideomotor 

response has been an Amazon #1 seller and helped therapists worldwide gain success for clients in fewer 

sessions. 

******************************************************************* 
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Banks, Eric  -  BSBA, Juris Doctor, CH 

When:  Sun 16:00 EST Salon B 

Attorneys:  An Untapped Well for Referrals 

Learn the best practices for marketing to and serving attorneys and their clients.  Attorneys rank in the bottom 

17th percentile when it comes to empathy.  Hypnotists can help them learn how to establish rapport.  The practice 

of law is legally sanctioned warfare and as such is inherently stressful for attorneys and clients alike.  Hypnotists 

won't be able to train them to elimate the stress butterflys, but they can be trained to fly in formation. 

Eric Banks Bio  (USA) 

Eric Kendall Banks is an accomplished certified hypnotist and an experienced trial attorney. After years of 

practicing hypnosis, he became a certified hypnotist with the NGH and a member of the International Certification 

Board of Clinical Hypnotherapists ( ICBCH). Smoking cessation, weight reduction, and confidence building were 

all part of Banks training but his real forte is helping his partners in hypnosis become more effective 

communicators. An entertaining and informative speaker, he has been featured in or quoted by a number of local 

and national media outlets such as the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, National Public Radio, the Washington Post, 

and the Wall Street Journal. 

******************************************************************* 

Barsky, Alan  -  MH, CHt, BCH 

When:  Sat 19:00 EST Salon C 

Eat Chocolate and Still Lose Weight- Mind-Fullness techniques 

Mind-Full Eating:  Success with weight loss clients.  Easy to follow-through, this is a practical Weight-Loss 

Program not based on diets.  Redefining why we eat when we feel like it, it recreates the ability to choose wisely.  

Mnemonics driven.  Lots of good working you will use with your clients to help them succeed.  Fun Presentation 

Alan Barsky Bio  (USA) 

Alan Barsky,  M.H., C.HT is a Clinical Hypnotherapist, Certified Master Hypnotist, and co-author of four books 

on Mindful Hypnotherapy.  He is a  Motivational Speaker, an Executive Coach and has helped 1,000+ clients 

since 2002. 

******************************************************************* 
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Beaven-Marks, Dr Kate  -  EdD, MSc (Psych), MSc (OEHSM), AdvDipH, PDCHyp, PDCBHyp, BCH, 

MPNLP, SQHP, ADPR, CI, ATCL 

When:  Sun 16:00 EST Salon C 

The Hypnotherapist as a Teacher:  Empowering Change 

Participants joining this seminar, which explores the therapist as a teacher, will gain an understanding how a 

therapist's existing skills apply to teaching, whether peers or clients. A range of elements within a therapy session 

will be considered from a teaching opportunity perspective. There will also be a specific focus on the creation 

and use of teaching tales (real/metaphorical) and a seven-step process that therapists will be able to use 

whenever teaching self-care approaches to clients. 

Dr Kate Beaven-Marks Bio  (UK) 

Dr Kate Beaven-Marks is an energetic, enthusiastic, experienced clinical hypnotist, hypnotherapy trainer, 

international presenter and author, with extensive practical and theoretical knowledge of hypnosis which is 

supported by her extensive studies and research (including doctoral research of how hypnotherapy is taught) 

and a broad range of practical applications including medical and surgical hospital environments and a busy 

London-based hypnotherapy practice. As well as teaching with HypnoTC and creating courses with Hypnosis-

Courses.com (co-founder), she teaches in Universities, Colleges and in the NHS. She is an experienced and 

sought-after clinical supervisor and has an active role on the Profession Specific Board for Hypnotherapy with 

the Complementary and Natural Healthcare Council (CNHC) and is Chair of the British Society of Clinical 

Hypnosis (BSCH). 

******************************************************************* 

Bird, Caryn  -  Professional Hypnotherapist, Mindset Trainer, BA in Psychology,  HypnoBirthing 

Practitioner 

When:  Fri 10:00 EST Salon B 

Creating the Perfect Script for Athletes 

Must you have been an athlete or high performer to work with athletes?  Not at all. 

Let me give you the top tips to creating the perfect script for any athlete even if you have no idea what the sport 

is.  Athletes are the easiest clients to work with.  They know how to get in "the zone", they know how to work 

hard to reach their goals, and they are motivated to improve.  Athletes and high performers are also the BEST 

referrers.  Join me to learn the top tips and stategies to success with this awesome niche. 

Caryn Bird Bio  (USA) 

Caryn Bird is a Clinical Hypnotherapist and Performance Mindset Expert, an International Speaker and Trainer 

and Founder of Win With Hypnosis. She is a leading mindset expert as she trains athletes to tap into their mental 

toughness and reach their peak performance. Caryn's passion is coaching and certifying hypnotherapists to 

become game-changing Performance Mindset Experts through the Attitude of a Champion Certification program. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Breward, Helen  -  BA (Hons), Dip CAH, HPD 

When:  Sun 16:00 EST Salon A 

Mind Over Menopause: Taking the heat our of hot flushes 

All ladies experience this change of life. With an estimated 700 million women currently going through 

menopause and so much controversy over HRT, it’s crucial to offer a credible alternative. Be prepared with 

knowledge and ideas to help those ladies going through the change. Using hypnosis to help ladies with 

symptoms is becoming more popular and potentially a huge constant market. In this presentation you will gain – 

1. Background information - Why I work with menopause, research, results of my trial programme & press. 2. 

Basic knowledge of the menopause - Estrogen dominance 3. What a hot flush feels like & Common Triggers 4. 

Demo - How to help your clients In essence, it is a mini workshop. 

Helen Breward Bio  (UK) 

Helen Breward is the pioneer of The Menopause Relief Programme, which has gained national and international 

recognition for helping ladies with their hot flushes. She now trains therapists in her work and has practitioners 

in eight countries helping ladies to take back control. Helen has also presented her work at hypnosis conferences 

in Canada, Las Vegas, Daytona, Chicago, London, Switzerland and Australia. In 2018, she published her first 

self-help book ‘My Menopause, My way’ which became an Amazon Kindle best seller. Prior to working full time 

in her hypnotherapy clinic, Helen was a primary school teacher for 13 years. 

 

******************************************************************* 

Burns, Bob  -  BA Hons; psychology/sociology 

When:  Sat 09:00 EST Salon B 

Real or Imagined?  Hypnotherapy by Bob Burns 

We question what's real, what's imagined and what's the difference.  We will look at the teachings people 

normally receive in therapeutic trainings and what we can do collectively to make these teachings better in order 

for therapists to have certain FACTS at their fingertips, in order that they might prove to themselves that they 

are absolutely ON the right track, helping to enable their confidence in both themselves and their therapy. 

Bob Burns Bio  (Scotland) 

Based in Montrose in Scotland (the home of James Esdaile) and in the world of healing for over 40 years Bob 

Burns prides himself in being a full-time working clinical hypnotist, although he has worked also for many years 

in the professional world of magic, mentalism, stage hypnotism and music. 

He is regarded among his peers as one of the finest trainers in the world of Hypnotherapy yet he is perhaps one 

of the only trainers in the world who prefers to mentor his students IN the therapy room where they get to witness 

real live situations with real live patients, as opposed to the unreality of a training room. 

He is well known for saying: "It's great when they see me fail, and then they get to see what I do about it!" 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Campbell, Ali  -  Master Trainer of Hypnotherapy and NLP 

When:  Fri 12:00 EST Salon C 

The 3P's:  Pre-Talk, Pre-Framing and Preposition. Set-up makes our income 

inevitable 

Have you ever wondered why some sessions go well and others are a bit of a struggle? Why some Hypnotists 

appear to always get the 'easy' clients? What do they know? The 'set-up' phase of the Hypnotic process is every 

bit as important and the Induction the Deepeners or even the change work itself. Mastering the art of the 'set-up' 

not only makes your sessions flow so much more smoothly but also improves the experience for the client too. 

In this session you will learn the 3 P's of an artful 'set-up' and how to use them to great effect with skill, elegance 

and precision. 

Ali Campbell Bio  (UK) 

Life ˜Fixer", Presenter and Internationally Bestselling Author. 

Ali Campbell is widely accepted in the media as the UK's leading Life-Fixer and self-help author. Now with 5 

international bestsellers to his name his book ˜Just Get On With It" even outsold the Dalai Lama on its release 

and Ali was featured prominently in top 100 internationally acclaimed self-help authors frequently presenting to 

an audience of over 1 million people around the world. Clients include Celebrities, Rockstars and even Royalty.  

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Cantrell, Roy  -  CH, CI, DEHI Trainer 

When:  Fri 10:00 EST Salon C 

Hypnosis for Pre and Post Surgery 

Roy will explore with participants numerous Supplemental Hypnosis Requests which  Pre/Post Surgery Patients 

can be referred to you for.  Buidling relationships with his surrounding medical community brings him referrals 

for anxiety reduction, stress, accelerated healing, self-hypnosis training, sleep enhancement, chemo symptom 

reduction, Claustraphobia, and many more 

Roy Cantrell Bio  (USA) 

Roy Cantrell has been working with hypnosis for many decades and is the owner of Low Country Hypnosis in 

Charleston, South Carolina. Low Country Hypnosis has been selected for the 2020 Charleston Award in the 

Hypnotherapy Service category by the Charleston Award Program.  Roy is certified in many modalities and is 

always looking to share his knowledge with others. 

******************************************************************* 
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Cleary, Dan  -   

When:  Fri 15:00 EST Salon C 

Addressing Chronic Conditions: Post-It Notes of Relief 

Chronic conditions often pose unique and sometimes confusing issues. When we think 'Chronic' we may 

overlook 'Acute' aspects that are caused by chronic conditions. Recognizing the acute aspects of chronic 

conditions opens opportunities to transform our experience. 

 "You are going to have to learn to live with it..."• is a really good way to piss some of us off and yet, may 

be precisely what we need to do. 

 Typically, that phrase SEEMS to mean something like; 'Tough-It-Out!' But we can assist in amazing ways 

and guide our clients to use skills and abilities that they already possess to access dynamic relief in seconds. 

Dan Cleary Bio  (USA) 

Daniel F. Cleary, is an internationally recognized, Hypnosis Instructor and Pain Relief Educator. He presents 

programs on hypnosis and the language of transformation throughout the United States, Europe and Australia, 

to doctors, psychologists, therapists and other hypnotists. His specialties include: Pain Relief, Personal 

Transformation, and Effective Therapeutic Language. Dan is the author of the successful guides: Little Book of 

Change- a primer to hypnosis, Changing Pain - Relief is Realistic, Targeting Pain - A Practitioners Guide To 

Relief 

******************************************************************* 

 

Coles, Garry  -  MSc Clinical Hypnotherapy 

When:  Sat 13:00  EST Salon B 

Cancer- The Real Pandemic: Using Hypnosis with Cancer Patients 

Receive an introduction to cancer and the patient’s cancer journey and how you can get involved as a 

hypnotherapist. It will show what you can work with ethically and how. Giving you a background to their journey 

and interventions you can use. It will also introduce the exciting possible implications that 

Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) could have on your future approaches. Case histories will be given as examples. 

Garry Coles Bio  (UK) 

One of only a very small number of hypnotherapists in the UK  to hold an MSc in Clinical Hypnotherapy. Practicing 

as a full-time therapist for many years, Garry has busy private practices in five locations in London  and the south 

of the UK. Garry has consulted for over 15 years at a major hospital specializing in oncology-based hypnotherapy 

work. Practicing within a local GP surgery, he receives referrals from various medical facilities.  Garry is a regular 

presenter, worldwide, at conferences and conventions as well as presenting his own popular masterclasses. 

******************************************************************* 
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Comar, Beryl  -  MA Applied Linguistics, MA Ed, Master Trainer NLP & Hypnotherapy DEHI trainer 

When:  Fri 12:00  EST Salon B 

Make HypnoDontics Your Niche! 

The aim of this seminar is to show how easily HypnoDontics can change both dental and hypnosis practice. It 

will renew approaches to helping people with easily resolved anxieties and habits and invigorate your interest in 

the most basic of uplifting human emotions - the smile - both yours and those clients and patients that leave your 

offices wanting to refer you on. 

Beryl Comar Bio  (Spain/UAE) 

Beryl Comar has MA degrees from both UK and USA, has worked in Africa, the Middle East as school principal 

and university teacher trainer. She trains globally and online as author book HypnoDontics, and Courses: Broken 

Heart Cure, Hypnosis with Kids and Teens, Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child, EQ Essentials for 

Hypnotherapist. 

******************************************************************* 

Conkle, Stephanie – CH, CI 

When:  Sun 12:00 EST Salon A -    Stress, Anxiety, PTSD Panel 

Stephanie Conkle is an award winning Clinical Hypnotherapist with more than 11 years of experience working 

with clients on a daily basis. She is a Client Centered Hypnotherapy Instructor and both teaches and mentors 

hypnotherapy students in advanced therapeutic techniques. Stephanie Conkle is an industry innovator and is 

well known for creating the highly successful Profound Somnambulism Protocol with Subconscious Dialogue 

(the PSP). She is a published author, public speaker, mother of three, and an advocate for children with 

Autism. Her memberships include the NGH, ICBCH, AAH, and the IMDH 

******************************************************************* 

Cox, Amber  -  BCH, DEHI Trainer 

When:  Fri 14:00 EST Salon C 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 

This presentation will help you to understand how to develop your emotional intelligence (EI)  to improve rapport 

with clients. Learn how it opened up doors for Amber to work with hospitals and attain corporate clients who are 

open to and  interested in developing EI  of their staff.    Many HR departments are looking for support in this 

area.  it is a very viable skillset to have as an offering.  You will get the research and statistics to support the 

importance of incorporating EI into your life and the lives of the people you are working with. 

Amber Cox Bio  (USA) 

Amber R. Cox is an author of "Emotional Intelligence Specialist/Trainer/Coach",  a Board Certified Hypnotist, 

Neuro Linguistic Practitioner, and a DEHI trainer.  She is a client directed change expert who’s work 

encompasses individuals, teams and companies to incorporate cohesive relationships and behavioral change 

according to goals, desires and general well-being. Amber also is a global presenter and trainer.  Amber has a 

twenty-five year background in corporate sales as well as a private  Hypnosis and coaching practice for over ten 

years.    
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Dahl, Dr. Monica  -  Ed.D. Counseling Psychology, FL MH 13153 

When:  Fri 14:00 EST Salon B 

Dave Elman:  My Foundation of Professional Development 

My first three years in the private practice of hypnosis I listened to the Dave Elman audiotapes of teaching doctors 

hypnosis repeatedly in my car.  I practiced the rapid induction strategies taught by Elman and became confident 

in the skills Elman taught.  The local doctors were astounded with the results of their patients and demanded to 

know what we were doing.  Hypnosis.  Not like they knew it.  From dydadic interactions, to groups for personal 

growth, to teaching others so that these skills could touch more people than I could reach personally, Elman's 

recordings gave me an effective foundation of hypnotherapy. 

 

Dr. Monica Dahl Bio  (USA) 

Monica Geers Dahl, Ed.D. received a doctorate in counseling psychology in 2010 and is a licensed mental health 

practitioner in Florida, FL MH 13153.  She has been an approved educator with the International Medical and 

Dental Hypnotherapy Association (IMDHA) since 1994 and  a life member of the international Association of 

Counselors and Therapists (IACT).  Her style is eclectic, using what works from a variety of sources: Elman, 

Freud, Gestalt, Family Systems (Bowen and Satir) and Jung provide a foundation for her thoughts and 

interventions.  Her practices include subtle energy medicine, spirituality (multicultural) and neurofeedback.  She 

is facilitating a pro bono weekly hypnosis jam session on Zoom for the duration of the pandemic . 

******************************************************************* 

DeGroof, Rob  -  Hypnotist, Trainer, DEHI Trainer 

When:  Sat 10:00 EST Salon A 

Digital Pretalks: Better Prepared Clients = Better Clients = Better Sessions = 

Better Results = More Referrals 

Digital and Interactive pre-talks - Rob's team of hypnotherapists ceased therapy room  pre-talks. Instead, clients 

receive a pre-recorded pre-talk by email.  Rob explains why he switched and what all the advantages are. 

Recently the format is updated to an interactive pre-talk video to even better prepare the clients for the sessions. 

Using this type of video, the clients will get more personal information, and they will be better prepared for your 

session. And as we all know: Well prepared clients = better sessions = higher success rate = more referrals = 

more clients. You will learn how to create a video like this, what content you should include and how you can 

produce it without spending a lot of money. 

Rob DeGroof Bio  (Belgium) 

Rob De Groof is one of Europe’s leading hypnotists and the owner of the very successful HypnosisCentre.be in 

Belgium- with 8 hypnotherapists in 3 different cities. As the owner and head trainer of the European Hypnosis 

Academy, he has  trained a few hundred students in the wonderful art of direct hypnosis and travels globally. As 

the official trainer of his mentor, the late Jeffrey Stephens, one of his goals is to keep Jeffrey’s techniques and 

approach alive. Rob is also a trainer for Sheila Granger’s Virtual Gastric Band, Bob Burns’ The Swan and the 

Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute. He is the author of the book “Mentalism for Hypnotherapists” and the presenter 

of the online show: “The Art of Simple Hypnosis” 

******************************************************************* 
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de la Varre, Claire  -  PhD, CH, CI, MHGI 

When:  Sun 10:00 EST Salon C 

Help Children and Adolescents Using Dave Elman's Techniques 

In my practice I see a lot of children and adolescents who are referred to me with functional gastrointestinal 

disorders. They have often gone through extensive medical tests and procedures before coming for hypnosis 

and may be fed up and frustrated with appointments. Dave Elman's techniques are quick, reliable, easily 

understandable by children, and are an important part of my success with the children I work with, even the very 

young.  In this seminar I provide practical examples of how to incorporate Elmanian techniques when working 

with this population children and teens with unexplained medical or psychosomatic symptoms. 

Claire de la Varre Bio  (USA/Scotland) 

Claire is a certified hypnotist and NGH instructor, in private practice since 2008. She takes a holistic, integrative 

approach and combines hypnosis with the other modalities:  energy psychology (Advanced Integrative Therapy), 

Transactional Analysis, and the Human Givens approach. She works extensively with children and adolescents 

and incorporate techniques from Dave Elman in every client session. She has a PhD in Educational Psychology 

from UNC, with a focus on child/adolescent development and disability. Claire splits time between Scotland and 

NC, with an office in both locations. She is a Human Givens psychotherapist while in Scotland. 

******************************************************************* 

 

Dell'Isola, Alberto  -  Psychology Professor 

When:  Sun 09:00 EST Salon C 

John Sarno's Hypnoanalysis:  The Origins of Mysterious Pain? 

John Sarno was Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine and attending physician at the Howard A. Rusk Institute of 

Rehabilitation Medicine, New York University Medical Center.  Sarno originated the term tension myositis 

syndrome (TMS) to name a psychosomatic condition producing pain, particularly back pain. Although Sarno was 

not a hypnotist, there are many connections between his work and the practice of hypnoanalysis. Learning those 

connections may help doctors to develop more techniques to help patientes with pain. 

Alberto Dell'Isola Bio  (Brazil) 

Alberto Dell'Isola has a degree in Psychology, a Masters Degree in Philosophy of Law and have been teaching 

hypnosis for a time in Brazil, having taught more than 1.500 people every year. He is also the author of the best 

seller called "Mentes Brilhantes" ("Bright Minds" in English) which is a number one best seller in Brazil. 

******************************************************************* 
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DeSchalit, Michael  -  BA, CHt, BCH, CI, CLC 

When:  Sat 13:00 EST Salon C 

Dave Elman Techniques in Both Clinical Hypnosis & My Stage Hypnosis Show 

and Why It Works So Well 

The Elman Induction is perhaps one of the most famous inductions in hypnosis, but not just for clinical hypnosis 

work. Because of it's simple complexities and built in covert testing, it has grown to be a staple part of my stage 

and clinical hypnosis programs. 

Michael DeSchalit Bio  (USA) 

Michael C. DeSchalit is an Internationally Award Winning Hypnotist in both clinical and stage hypnosis. His 

career spans almost two decades with such accomplishments as having trained over 350 hypnotist from 13 

countries, having been invited as a speaker at just about every major hypnosis conference in the world, having 

created dozens of programs, recordings and training programs for hypnotists and lay people and having 

residency in a Comedy Hypnosis in Fabulous Las Vegas. His teaching style is as unique as his passion for 

helping people to learn, grow and be successful. 

******************************************************************* 

 

Elman, Cheryl  -  CH, CI, CMT, BS Ed   

Elman, H Larry  -  CH, CI, CMT Keynote, Son of Dave Elman 

When:  Sat 15:00 EST Salon A  

The Future of the Dave Elman Legacy 

Dave Elman started teaching hypnosis to medical community and passed away in 1967.  Now 54 years later 

your presence here today is continuing that legacy.  Join the Cheryl and Larry for a fireside chat about their 

journey and aspirations for carrying forward the legacy of Dave Elman.  

Cheryl Elman Bio  (USA) 

Cheryl Elman is the President and Primary Marketing Force of the Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute, committed 

to Leading Communities Through Hypnosis Education and Personal Empowerment Hypnosis using the Dave 

Elman Method. In addition, she is a highly respected Certified  Hypnotist, International Speaker and Certified 

Master Trainer, experienced in both helping Clients overcome their challenges through Hypnosis as well as 

teaching Instructors the latest in Rapid Induction Methods and Certifications.  

Cheryl began her teaching career as a high school instructor, spending over 30 years in the field of education. 

This experience has made her uniquely equipped to become a hypnosis trainer and counselor to students all 

around the world. She has also worked as a Vice President, Trainer and Manager of two companies in New 

York City for 14 years. Whether she is working with a client during a one-on-one Hypnosis session or teaching 

a class full of future Hypnotists, she brings humour, energy and creativity to every situation. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Elman, H Larry  -  CH, CI, CMT Keynote, Son of Dave Elman 

When:  Sat 11:00 EST Salon  A 

Keynote:  "Expect it to Happen, Make it Happen, Watch it Happen" 

How this famous quote by his father,  Dave Elman, influenced Dave   throughout his lifetime and careers. 

H Larry Elman Bio  (USA) 

They say the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree, and that could not be any more true in this case! Larry Elman 

followed in the steps of his father Dave and pursued an interest in Hypnosis from an early age, even 

graduating from his father’s Course in Medical Hypnosis three times! Larry had some experience as a Stage 

Hypnotist during middle school, and high school and helped classmates with test anxiety in college at MIT 

before becoming an Aeronautical Engineer. 

After retiring from the Air Force as a Colonel and a career in Computers and college Prof, Larry began to write 

about quick hypnosis teachings and  travel the country and give lectures about his father’s life, hypnosis 

career, and The Dave Elman Course in Medical Hypnosis. He has presented at conferences and held trainings 

in 17 countries sometimes two to four times.  

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Eimer, Dr Bruce  -  PhD Psychology 

When:  Sat 16:00 EST Salon B 

The  DEI  in Pain Control Hypnosis and teaching Portable Pain Management 

The Law of Reverse Effect states that when the will conflicts with the imagination, the imagination always wins. 

This presentation will describe an adaptation of the DEI in which each step invites the subject to use his 

imagination to make one simple thing happen and then notice what he experiences. You will learn how this 

protocol is used to teach pain patients how to use the power of their mind and imagination to control body 

sensations such as their persistent pain. 

Dr Bruce Eimer Bio  (USA) 

Dr. Bruce Eimer is a licensed clinical psychologist with a private practice in Florida specializing in treating trauma 

survivors and people with anxiety, depression, grief, and chronic pain. Dr. Bruce is a Board-Certified Diplomate 

in Behavioral & Cognitive Psychology with the American Board of Professional Psychology and a Fellow of the 

American Psychological Association, American Society of Clinical Hypnosis and the International Medical and 

Dental Hypnotherapy Association. He co-directed a hospital pain clinic for seven years. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Eslinger, Ron  -  Captain, USN, Retired, RN, CRNA , MA , APN, BCH, CMI, FNGH  

 When:  Fri 15:00 EST Salon A 

PMDD Pre-Menstrual Dysphoria Disease & Working with Pain 

MDD is a condition only diagnosed in 2-10% of menstruating women; It sees them swing through emotional 

extremes for up to 14 days of their cycle. Depression with extremes of suicidal thoughts, euphoria, paranoia, 

rage are just some of the symptoms. It is pretty much the scary big sister of PMS. How can hypnotherapy help 

with PMDDL and with pain management. 

Ron Eslinger Bio  (USA) 

Ron Eslinger is known around hypnosis circles as “The Captain of Comfort”, due to his 40 plus years of work, 

experience and training others in the uses of Hypnosis for Pain Management. He spent over 20 years using 

Hypnosis in Hospitals as a CRNA for the United States Navy. Ron lectures extensively to medical and nursing 

organizations on Hypnosis, Stress Management, Anesthesia, HIV/AIDS, and Bioterrorism. Ron Eslinger, 

Owner and CEO of Healthy Visions Hypnosis Center, Clinton, Tennessee 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Gallagher, Victoria  -  Certified Master Hypnotist 

When:  Sun 13:00 EST Salon C 

Manifesting Techniques for Business Success:  Practical Law of Attraction 

Learn how to clarify your desire, align your thinking with what you do want, and raise your vibration. Why do 

some people get results when others fail? Can you really manifest big things like a dream house or your dream 

car? 

In this workshop, we're going to go through a process I developed to align yourself with the manifesting conditions 

to attract your desires. Get on the path to manifest your dreams and goals and speed up the manifesting process. 

Victoria Gallagher Bio  (USA) 

Hypnosis and Law of Attraction Expert 

Creator of HypnoCloudApps.com | Hyptalk.com 

Best Selling Author of Practical Law of Attraction 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Ghanimé, Daniel  -  MBA, CHT, MP 

When:  Sun 10:00 EST Salon A 

Regression to cause, Hypnoanalysis from Freud to Elman 

Regression to cause and hypnoanalysis, has been the subject of many debates and controversies in the field of 

mental health and especially psychoanalysis and Ericksonian based hypnosis. This Seminar will shed the light 

on the types of Regression to cause, abreactions, revivification, ethics and the ways to be used, in an interactive 

comprehensive way that will appeal to professional as well as general public. 

From Freud to Elman and up until now, this technique has been used under so many names and methods and 

has been presented as something to be feared and not trusted,. Let's clear those fears and misperceptions  so 

the world can benefit from. 

Daniel Ghanimé Bio  (Lebanon) 

Daniel Ghanime is a seasoned practitioner and trainer with a track record of success with individuals, couples 

and groups.  His work focuses on reshaping and reprograming the emotions to build resiliency and emotional 

awareness in children, teens and adults. As a Morpho-Psychologist and Clinical Hypnotherapist specializing in 

Regression to Cause, Daniel offers a multi-disciplinary approach to facilitating true change and healing for his 

clients.  Daniel is an MBA (Int'l),  DEHI Trainer and members of multiple associations and certifications globally. 

******************************************************************* 

Golawska Moody, Agata  -  Dr, MRCPsych, Diploma in Clinical Hypnosis 

When:  Fri 19:00 EST Salon  B 

Superheroes:  Hypno-Help for Mental Disorders 

Dave Elman demonstrated an extraordinary confidence in his hypnotherapeutic abilities creating clear and 

precise interventions with no space for doubt. This presentation will investigate a neurobiological and dynamic 

basis of confidence within the therapist and its importance. Hypnosis is a powerful tool used in mental health 

disorders.  It increases mental receptivity, opening the door to intensified unconscious experiences, 

psychophysiological synchronisation between a therapist and a patient and reduction in defenses. Those 

conditions, along with a presence of emotional safety and enhanced capacity for new learning, are ideal for 

effective intervention. The same conditions on the other hand, if not handled with confidence and understanding 

of unconscious psychodynamic processes, can increase a risk of harm.  

Agata Golawska Moody Bio  (New Zealand) 

Agata Golawska Moody is a psychiatrist based in New Zealand. She is originally from Poland, where she studied 

medicine. She trained as a psychiatrist in England.  

She has a special interest in origins of mental disorder in the context of mis-attuned attachment styles and 

relational trauma. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Granger, Sheila  -  Keynote 

When:  Sun 11:00 EST Salon  A 

Keynote:  "Future of Hypnosis in a Post-Pandemic World" 

As hypnotists and hypnotherapists, we have had to be creative during the pandemic, changing how we operate, 

helping clients to adjust to the pressures of their lives and everyone getting 'comfortable' (or not) working online.  

So, where are we going  from here in this Post-Pandemic World and how do we retool for success? 

Sheila Granger Bio  (UK) 

Sheila is a multi-award winning hypnotherapist, business owner, and a transformational leader in personal and 

business development. A professional guest and keynote speaker at conferences around the world, Sheila has 

trained over 2500 hypnosis practitioners in 16 countries. She built an internationally successful hypnotherapy 

business from scratch and her growth has been peppered with awards. Her mission now is to educate, motivate, 

help and inspire other hypnotherapists to achieve more than they ever thought possible with their own 

businesses. 

******************************************************************* 
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Green, Rick  -  BA.  BCHT,  DEHI Trainer 

When:  Sun 19:00 EST Salon B 

Working with Emergency Services:  Be Aware - Be Direct - Be There! 

In the high stress world of Emergency Services the need for hypnotists is at an all time high. Stress relief and 

management is highly sought after by administrators and the Public officials.     However, the personnel are often 

separated from typical society and have a different set of needs and approaches than the typical civilian.  Learn 

what you need to step into their world - and provide your services. 

Rick Green Bio  (USA) 

Captain Rick Green CHt is a retired law officer with over 38 years experience.  He has directly encountered all 

aspects of traumatic events, including officer involved shootings, homicides, police suicides, and suicide by 

police. He has taught stress management, resiliency, interrogations in Police Academies and Police 

Departments .   He coaches police, fire and vets to live a fuller life.  He is a Dave Elman Instructor as well as an 

Instructor with ICBCH and IACT/IMDHA.   

 

******************************************************************* 

Guzzi, Rich  -  30 Years Experience in the field 

When:  Sat 14:00 EST Salon B 

Performing Hypnosis:  How to captivate an audience of 1 to 1000 

Become a walking lead machine by being able to perform hypnosis anyplace, anywhere, anytime. How to 

perform no fail inductions on the fly in any situation then make anyone watching instantly become interested in 

hypnosis and its effects. How to monetize your hypnosis skills using 5 different revenue streams. 

Rich Guzzi Bio  (USA) 

Rich Guzzi has been an international touring headliner for more than three decades as a comedian, speaker, 

hypnotist and motivational speaker. He has 10,000 shows to his credit and well over 1000 additional TV and 

Radio appearances. The inspirational tone and his comedy background makes him extremely versatile and 

sought after by corporations and fans alike.  Rich has blended acting, directing, professional screenwriting, 

stand-up comedy, martial arts, NLP, sales and hypnosis- creating the ultimate training experience for his clients 

looking to become more effective leaders, executives and social media influencers and have their businesses 

thrive. From Brooklyn NY, Rich now lives in a log cabin outside of Nashville Tennessee. with 3 dogs, 3 cats, 

ducks, a random donkey and his neighbors all think he is in the witness protection program 

******************************************************************* 
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Guzzo, Ken  -  BFA, CH.t, CHI 

When:  Fri 18:00 EST Salon C 

Smoking Cessation:  Save lives and thrive financially 

Are you missing out on a powerful revenue stream in your practice? Remove any discomfort of working with 

smokers. Learn how to talk with potential clients, how to create impactful sessions, and build a successful, 100% 

referral practice. 

Ken Guzzo Bio  (USA) 

Ken Guzzo is a member of the Board of Advisors to the International Hypnosis Federation, a certified hypnosis 

instructor, founder of the North American Academy of Hypnosis, creator of The Guzzo Protocol, and the recipient 

of the 2013 IHF Award of Excellence for his work in Health Care. 

Ken is passionate about helping people step into their power, and into their joy. He uses insight and humor to 

shine light on hidden truths, and to help eliminate constructed barriers that can obscure the paths of our evolution. 

******************************************************************* 

Hall, Lauren  -  CH, CI, DEHI Trainer 

When:  Sat 20:00 EST Salon B 

Direct Your Heart Brain: Bio-feedback & Suggestion Success 

Change happens through awareness!  Use a mix of personas and tools to best support and guide clients to self 

assessments of either below, at, or above the thresholds of health, habits, and performance. Tools like HeartMath 

Bio-Feedback or MindMirror Neuro-Feedback or even without gadgets, we can support the Heart-Brain to 

support the body's natural state of homeostasis so that clients heal from trauma AND achieve more ability, 

confidence and flow to higher performance successes.  Athletes, students, parents, professionals... have a heart 

and the heart is using language in the context of YES or NO. We can teach the brain through hypnotic instruction 

to listen and allow the heart to lead.  

Lauren Hall Bio  (USA) 

Lauren Hall leads people to shift their subconscious story in real time with lasting effect!  Owner of Modern Day 

Hypnosis, she is training and coaching others to follow the methods of ancient and modern hypnosis styles as 

well as body movement, breath work, creative therapies, and bio and Neuro feedback tools.  Lauren hold 

certifications from many of the largest Hypnosis and NLP organizations as well as teaching yoga, meditation, 

hypnosis for beginners and advanced, childbirth education, and runs the podcast Co-Creation Nation with fellow 

hypnotist Troy Blankenship. 

******************************************************************* 
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Hammond, Lori  -  Professional Hypnotist 

When:  Fri 15:00 EST Salon B 

Build a 6-figure Business on Facebook without paid ads or being salesy 

Are you frustrated by Facebook? Are you struggling to help people understand the incredible value of your 

product or service? Lori will show you a step-by-step formula for attracting an audience (who's able and willing 

to pay), building massive rapport, and adding value up front so people feel comfortable and confident investing 

their time and money with you. Everything you learn is done organically without Facebook ads and without being 

salesy or pushy.  

BONUS: learn how the Facebook algorithm works so people actually see your posts in their newsfeed. 

Lori Hammond Bio  (USA) 

Lori Hammond is a Professional Hypnotist who is passionate about equipping hypnotists to use their powerful 

tools to make a difference in the world and make an excellent living doing it. She has built a 6 figure business 

(and growing) using Facebook to get in front of the people who want what she has to offer.  

Lori has invested thousands of hours researching the best ways to talk about hypnosis services so people will 

listen (even people who used to be afraid of hypnosis). She openly shares what works so you can do the same. 

She absolutely knows if she can do it, so can you! 

******************************************************************* 

Hand, Karen  -  B.S. Ed, BCH, CI 

When:  Sun 14:00 EST Salon C 

Magic Beyond the Words 

When does the “hypnosis” begin? Realize that, while important, the actual words you say are only about 7 

percent of effective communication. The hypnotic dance starts long before the first ‘hello’ and when successful, 

continues long after the session is complete. 

Discover the magic that goes beyond words to create success through colors, styles, intonation, pace and more. 

Learn how to determine exactly when the hypnosis starts so that you can relax and facilitate the change. 

Karen Hand Bio  (USA) 

Karen Hand is an award-winning Board-Certified Hypnotist, Trainer, International Best-Selling Author, and 

World-Class Communicator. Her 30-year career as a Chicago radio personality was the perfect foundation for 

using language to create thoughts, pictures, and emotions in others. Karen's transition to Hypnosis focused that 

skill set and since 2005 Karen has helped thousands of people take control of their lives. She has trained 

countless hypnotists and NLPers to help others change for good. Karen practices and trains globally via ZOOM. 

Her books include Magic Words and Language Patterns and Hypnosis Workshops Like A Pro! 

******************************************************************* 
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Hardwick, Andrew  -  CHt, PNLP, ICPT 

When:  Fri 18:00 EST Salon B 

That Thing with the Eyelids! 

The Dave Elman Induction utilises eye closure and fractionisation. This educational and humorous presentation 

focuses on those tiny muscles in the eyelids, and how they play their part in the hypnotic process. Bring an open 

mind, and expect out-of-the-box quirkiness! 

Andrew Hardwick Bio  (New Zealand) 

Andrew Hardwick is a professional Hypnotherapist & Hypnotherapy Trainer, NLP Practitioner SleepTalk 

Consultant & Coach. He was born in Walsall, UK in 1961, and emigrated to Wellington New Zealand in 2004, 

where he opened Andrew Hardwick Hypnotherapy in 2009. Today Andrew sees clients face-to-face in his office 

in Upper Hutt, NZ, plus online clients worldwide via Zoom. Prior to training in hypnosis, Andrew gained 30+ years 

experience as a Registered General Nurse & Registered Mental Health Nurse, plus experience in a variety of 

hospital management roles. This provides a solid theoretical background to his work, as well as acting as a filter, 

often attracting clients who prefer a scientific, client-centred approach to hypnosis. A specialist in habit change, 

his process is called "Enabling Choice" 

******************************************************************* 

Hazelrig, James  -  MA 

When:  Fri 19:00 EST Salon C 

Dave Elman, a Nested Loop Storyteller?   Elman/Erickson dichotomy not so 

sharp 

Elman's techniques were more varied than most give him credit for. Some of his techniques include methods 

generally miscategorized as "Ericksonian".  Elman's "Blue Fairy" technique is an example of nested loop 

storytelling. Many hypnotists view Elman and Erickson as polar opposites, but this is a false dichotomy. In this 

presentation, Hazlerig will look at examples of Elman's techniques for children, in which the master hypnotist 

shows his versatility and employs nested loops. 

James Hazelrig Bio  (USA) 

James Hazlerig, MA, is a certified hypnosis instructor, certified laughter yoga leader, writer, editor, musician, and 

champion storyteller with an online hypnosis practice. He is the co-author (with Dr. Richard Nongard) of Speak 

Ericksonian and the sole author of The Little Book of Laughnosis. He is best known for teaching hypnotic 

storytelling through his Hypnotic Stories Podcast, his Order of Spellbinding Storytellers Facebook group, and his 

monthly story nights, co-hosted with Doug O'Brien. He lives in the wilds of Bastrop County, Texas, with his wife 

and a menagerie of animals. 

******************************************************************* 
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Hypno, Heather-  NGH Certified Hypnotherapist, NGH Instructor of Hypnotism, ICBCH Hypnosis 

Instructor 

When:  Sat 16:00 EST Salon C 

Going Off-Script with Confidence:  Practical 5 Step Approach 

There is a simple way to start to freestyle more in your sessions with confidence! Join me as I share my secret 

about what happened when I stopped reading the script and started listening to my inner wisdom and how you 

can do it too.   By the end of this workshop you will know how to ask the right questions to understand what you 

can work on below the surface in hypnosis and use the Elman Induction to lead into intuitive hypnosis  

You will be able to:  
- follow your intuition with confidence in a session  
- trust more that you have everything in you to run a successful session  
- confirm with your client that the work is done 
- hold space for transformative results! 
 

Hypno Heather Bio  (Canada) 

Heather Rodriguez started practicing hypnotherapy in 2011, created the brand Hypno Heather in 2014 and has 

built a sustainable, successful practice in Saskatchewan, Canada and now, online. She has certified over 120 

student since 2014., founded The Saskatchewan Institute of Hypnotherapy, a local chapter, and a weekly online 

mentoring membership called Momentum: A Hypnosis Practitioners Membership.  Raising awareness about 

hypnosis and sharing it's life-changing benefits is Heather's passion and purpose. She brings the awe and 

massive respect she has for this modality to every talk, presentation, TV news show, interview, her training 

classes, mentoring and with each individual client. 

She now also brings in 3 Principles Coaching into everything she does in life which is a deeper understanding 

of Mind, Consciousness and Thought. 

******************************************************************* 
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Henderson, Susan  -  DipT(MCAE), BA(UNE), BAHons, MA(Macq), DipClinHyp, CH, MAPS, HCARH 

When:  Sun 20:00 EST Salon C 

The Eyes Have It: A case study of hypnotherapy as treatment of a stress-induced 

chronic eye condition 

The subject of this case study is Susan herself. In 2019, she was diagnosed with bilateral chronic central serous 

chorioretinopathy, a build-up of fluid on the macula from a leak in the eye. In the acute stage, this condition can 

spontaneously correct itself, but not in the chronic phase. Susan was advised that the best-case scenario was 

the condition would level off rather than get worse (resulting in vision loss), but that it wouldn’t improve. The 

condition was stress-induced. Susan wrote up her own treatment plan. Cheryl Elman was the hypnotherapist on 

video using Susan’s script, and Susan supplemented this with self-hypnosis. After a hemorrhage, one eye was/is 

treated with regular injections, but the only treatment for the other was/is hypnosis. Susan’s eyes not only levelled 

off, they improved. And they continue to do so. 

Susan Henderson Bio  (Australia) 

Susan is a registered psychologist (AHPRA) a registered Medicare Health Provider and a registered clinical 

hypnotherapist (HCARH - Hypnotherapy Council of Australia). She has a private practice in Melbourne, Australia. 

Her practice “Health Couch” is a telehealth business focusing on trauma and pain –psychological and physical.  

Susan trained in hypnotherapy when starting her private psychology in 1994. She previously worked as a 

psychologist in NSW state schools, and a state schoolteacher. She says: “It made no sense to me to be working 

with the subconscious mind without using a therapeutic tool specifically about the subconscious mind. That would 

have to be hypnotherapy.” 

Susan read “The Green Bible” in 1999 on the recommendation of her mentor, Margaret O’Brien, who said: “If 

you buy one book on hypnosis, make it this one.”  Susan trained with the Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute in 2012. 

She believes that the only limits to hypnotherapy are those we put there by our own lack of understanding and 

imagination. 

******************************************************************* 
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Horn, Tim  -  BCH, CI, OB, PhD 

When:  Fri 09:00 EST Salon C 

The Simpson Protocol: Rebuilding the Foundation of a Better Life 

This seminar is an introduction to the Simpson Protocol technique. Life is in many ways a search for balance in 

turbulent times. 

With the Simpson Protocol, a ringleader of sorts (The Superconscious Mind) is placed in charge of the different 

aspects/levels of mind and given the ability to balance them to achieve great harmony and congruence within 

the client.  In addition to the client doing work at the deepest level, the judgmental conscious mind is intentionally 

moved to the side. Because the client is not reliant on the hypnotist to create the change work, they take greater 

ownership of the process and release the identified issues more completely and holistically. 

Tim Horn Bio  (USA) 

From dynamic teaching at every level, to innovative workshops for businesses and organizations, to cognitive 

education and one-on-one support utilizing hypnotherapy, Tim Horn of Hypnoconsult in Manassas, VA applies 

the mind sciences to help people overcome challenges and reach goals â€“ even ones they thought unattainable. 

Tim teaches clients in Northern Virginia and throughout the world to maximize the potential of the mind, to live 

with fewer barriers and to help children do the same, improving their education while enhancing the experience 

of parental involvement. He was voted the Best Psychologist, Psychiatrist and Counselor in Prince William 

County. 

******************************************************************* 

Hunter, C. Roy  -  DIMDHA, DAPHP 

When:  Fri 13:00 EST Salon B 

Hypnotic Regression Therapy:  A great-grandchild of Dave Elman 

Client centered regression therapy includes five phases: Client Preparation; Regression Techniques to Discover 

the Cause; Abreactions and Release; Subconscious Relearning; and Concluding the Session. This presentation 

is based on THE ART OF HYPNOTIC REGRESSION: A CLINICAL GUIDE, published by Crown House 

Publishing in 2012, which I co-authored with Bruce Eimer, PhD, ABPP, a licensed clinical psychologist. 

C. Roy Hunter Bio  (USA) 

Roy Hunter was certified in hypnotherapist by Charles Tebbetts in 1983, and started teaching his mentor's 9-

month professional hypnosis course in 1987 at Tacoma Community College in Tacoma, Washington. Roy has 

taught classes and workshops over the years in over 20 countries, and is the published author of several books, 

based on the work of Tebbetts, updated by his professional experience. His hypnosis texts are recommended 

or required reading in many hypnosis schools around the world. His highly praised regression text was co-

authored by Bruce N. Eimer, PhD, ABPP, a licensed clinical psychologist. Roy is a Life Diplomate of both the 

IMDHA and APHP; and has received numerous awards through the years, including recognition for lifetime 

achievement from three different organizations. 

******************************************************************* 
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Jacquin, Anthony  -  MSc, BSc, Dip Hyp, C Prof 

When:  Fri 09:00 EST Salon A 

The 108 of Dave Elman: Practical Applications of Findings in Hypnosis 

A practical illustration of how Dave Elman's ideas have influenced my work.  The role of play and the imagination 

in all we do.  Why test your work is my mantra.  Why going direct is a lost art.  Induction stories. Painless tattoo.. 

And the elephant in the room. 

Anthony Jacquin Bio  (UK) 

Anthony Jacquin is a vastly experienced hypnotherapist, and teacher of hypnosis from the UK.  Author of the 

seminal book Reality is Plastic, the Art of Impromptu Hypnosis.  Director of Jacquin Hypnosis Academy. 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Jensen, Elisabeth  -  Registered Nurse & Midwife.  Diploma Hypnosis & NLP, DEHI trainer 

When:  Sat 18:00 EST Salon A 

Ancient Egyptian Sleep Temple Hypnosis:  Power of Healing Words 

Experience the Healing Power of Ancient Egyptian Hypnosis as practiced overnight in the Temples by the Priests 

& Priestesses. Elisabeth Jensen will first discuss the methods she uses to induce deep hypnosis in her clients 

similar to the Esdaile State as taught by Dave Elman plus how she developed this process to use with groups 

and individuals both in person plus online. Elisabeth has led many Sacred Journeys to Egypt and has honed her 

techniques in many temples there plus the Great Pyramid of Egypt.  Please be sitting in a safe and quiet place 

for this session. 

Elisabeth Jensen Bio  (Australia) 

Elisabeth Jensen is from Australia and has lead many Sacred Journeys to Egypt and is the founder of Auset 

Egyptian Temple Healing. Elisabeth is an experienced hypnotherapy teacher (IMDHA) and is a Dave Elman 

Trainer  First trained as a Registered Nurse and Midwife plus as a Therapeutic Touch Teacher, Elisabeth has 

trained many Nurses & MDs in this energy healing method that is similar to Mesmerism in effect.  She teaches 

her Diploma of Clinical and Holistic Hypnosis in Australia and Singapore.  

 

******************************************************************* 
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La Selva, Fabio  -  NLP Master, Hypnotist, Hypnosis Trainer 

When:  Sat 12:00 EST Salon B 

Climb the Corporate Success Ladder with Hypnosis 

Learn how hypnosis can benefit companies and big corporations, as well as support professionals with their 

careers. Nowadays, companies and their employees are suffering with mental health issues such as Anxiety, 

lack of Self-confidence, Focus and awareness and Burnout and stress, and hypnosis is a great tool they can use 

in order to combat those issues. 

Fabio La Selva Bio  (Brazil) 

Fabio La Selva worked as an executive business leader for Tech Industry in Silicon Valley, and today is still 

working as a business leader for Google in Latin America. He is passionate for Graduated in Advertising and 

Social Communication and Post-Graduation at CEAG by FGV. Post-graduate degree in Business Management 

from the University of Sydney, Australia. Master Practitioner in Neurolinguistic Programming, and Hypnotherapis,  

Co-founder and instructor of CORTEX ACADEMY. 

******************************************************************* 

Lamim, Luis  -  Automation Engineer; entrepreneur; Hypnotherapist & DEHI Instructor; 

When:  Sat 20:00 EST Salon A 

Hypnosis Helps Clients with Type 2 Diabetes 

Luis will share with us how he has used hypnosis to help clients to improve their lives and help control their 

weight and Type 2 Diabetes. 

Luis Lamim Bio  (Brasil) 

Hypnotherapist & DEHI Dave Elman Trainer 
Member of SBH - Brazilian Society of Hypnosis (ISO 9001 Certified) 
Member - SBPCDEM - Brazilian Society of Clinical Democratic Psychoanalysis,  
 
Luis Lamim, is also an entrepreneur, working for over 30 years in the corporate world, learning, designing, 

executing, teaching and contributing to the Technical Training of People as well as Human Development. He 

studied parapsychology in a fast formation and had his first contact with Hypnosis in 1995, moving further away 

to develop his professional side in the industry and resuming the practice of Hypnose and therapies deeply in 

mid-2014.  His social projects include contributing to the control of type 2 diabetes using hypnosis and with 

parallel gain in weight maintenance and voluntary working with chronic pain control in some cases excluding 

halopathy. 

******************************************************************* 
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Lehman, Betsy  -  CH, CI, Eden Medicine Clinical Practitioner, Intuitive Sound * Light Practitioner 

When:  Sat 14:00 EST Salon C 

Sound Bath and Talk 

The Himalayan metal and the quartz crystal singing bowls weave a tapestry of sound that offer a memorable 

experience that can reduce the effects of stress, restor, inspire and enhance a deep sense of well being. 

Betsy Lehman Bio  (USA) 

Betsy is certified in hypnosis, Energy Medicine and Reiki and has been performing sound baths for several years 

both live and on the Zoom platform using Alchemy Crystal bowls, Himalayan bowls, Gong, Ocean drum and 

flute. 

******************************************************************* 

 

Lemaire, Dr Brice  -  PhD Dentist 

When:  Sun 14:00 EST Salon A 

Hypno Anesthesia:  Myth & Reality 

This lecture will cover the entire field of Hypno Anesthesia applied to operative and surgical procedures in 

dentistry.  It will be delivered along with Sharon Wakirst from the UK.  1- Historical hypno anesthesia (Esdaile, 

Elliotson, Braid, etc...)  2-  Contemporary Experiments in various countries with videos ( Russia, UK, USA, Spain, 

France) 3- Criterias for Hypno anesthesia 3/ Technics for Hypno anesthesia 4- Various situations with videos 5- 

Reflexions about critical factor 6- Conclusions In this lecture, with a lot of clinical videos, we will explore the 

fascinating limits of hypnosis and the power of the mind on the body. 

Dr Brice Lemaire Bio  (France) 

Bio 1996 Phd in Dental Surgery 2002.  Introduction of hypnosis at the dental office.   2017 Creation of the 

Postgraduate Dental Hypnosis at the Dental University of Nice (France).  2017 Instructor of the Postgraduate 

Dental Hypnosis at the Dental University of Nice (France).   

Expert credentials Certified Instructor in Elmanian Hypnosis by Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute (Larry Elman).  

Certified Hypnotherapist by Hypnotherapy Training Institute (Ormond Mc Gill).  Certified in Medical Hypnotherapy 

by Hypnotherapy Training International (John Butler).  Certified Hypnotherapist by National Guild of Hypnosis 

(NGH). Certified Hypnotherapist by International Medical and Dental Hypnotherapy Association (IMDHA). 

Certified Hypnotherapist by Omni Hypnosis (Jerry Kein). Licensed Master Practitioner by NLP Life Training 

(Richard Bandler). Licensed Master Practitioner by NLPU (Robert Dilts) 

******************************************************************* 
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Lette, Justine  -  Clinical Hypnotherapist, DEHI Trainer 

When:  Sat 18:00 EST Salon B 

Regression to Cause:  Safety with the Golden Thread Protocol 

The Role of Regression 

Safety 

Working with Emotions  

Dave Elmans work with Regression 

Justine Lette Bio  (New Zealand) 

Justine Lette. Owner of New Zealands largest Hypnotherapy Training and Support Provider. Also Trainer for 

DEHI, The Simpson Protocol and ICBCH. 

******************************************************************* 

Light, Randi  -  BS, MS, CHI, CH 

When:  Fri 16:00 EST Salon C 

Anxiety & Depression Gone! 

Learn a protocol that delivers beyond a 90% success rate. Learn tools that your clients can use for the rest of 

their lives. Learn powerful strategies that enhance your gifts as a hypnotherapist. Discover this life-altering 

approach that you can utilize with almost all your clients. When you have this level of preparedness, it frees 

you up to connect with your intuition during your sessions, propelling your success and your purpose. The 

hypnotic enhancers utilized during the sessions make change even faster and more effective. The Results: A 

great hypnotic experience, confidence, sleeping better, cortisol gone, systems reset, and your client responds 

resourcefully to the world. And that's just the beginning. Now you have built a foundation so you can do the 

deeper healing and transformational work of the Essential 4 Protocol with almost every client. 

Randi Light Bio  (USA) 

Randi Light is an award-winning hypnotherapist, hypnosis instructor, author, healer, presenter, and peak 

performance coach. For the past 14 years, Randi has successfully hypnotized thousands of children and adults 

to breakthrough barriers and achieve their goals.  Her life work combines 35 years of research, training and life 

skills to provide sustainable wellness solutions for personal and professional performance improvement. 

Randiâ€™s Essential 4 Success System establishes over a 90% success rate with private clients who are 

insomniacs, stressed, feeling stuck, anxious, depressed or in chronic pain but want to heal and become their 

best version of themselves. 

The Enlightened Living Hypnosis Academy is a school dedicated to creating outstanding hypnotists. Her 

beginning and advanced level courses utilize a powerful education model that includes accelerated learning 

techniques, healing hypnosis, hypnotic enhancers, and experiential activities to create confident hypnotists that 

make a great living doing what they love.  Her secret sauce to success is the small intimate settings needed to 

help you breakthrough your own blocks to success while learning how to also do this with all your clients. 

******************************************************************* 
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Linett, Jason  -  CH, CI, NLP Trainer, Keynote 

When:  Sun 17:00 EST Salon A 

Keynote:  "The Opening Wedge- Influence the Elman Way" 

Jason Linett Bio  (USA) 

Jason Linett is a best-selling author, TEDx speaker, full-time professional hypnotist, and the host of the WORK 

SMART HYPNOSIS PODCAST, a program which has been downloaded more than a millions times worldwide 

in more than 100 countries. He was awarded as the “Hypnotist of the Year’ by the Mid-America Hypnosis 

Conference. He has previously delivered inspirational hypnotic keynotes at HypnoThoughts LIVE, the Mid-

America Hypnosis Conference, the Canadian Hypnosis Conference, and the Australian Hypnotherapists 

Association. His programs, HYPNOTIC WORKERS and HYPNOTIC BUSINESS SYSTEMS are used by 

thousands of professional hypnotists world-wide, and he co-trains the ICBCH Train-the-Trainer Program. Jason 

is also the host of the HYPNOTIC LANGUAGE HACKS podcast, teaching online entrepreneurs the power of 

hypnotic communication for ethical business influence. While building a successful business is a great goal to 

strive toward, Jason is most proud of his ability to do so and be at home each night with his wife and two children 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Merron, Wendy  -  Wilmington College, OH, BA 

When:  Fri 13:00 EST Salon A 

Mindset of Masters : Powerful technique to dramatically increase performance. 

Helping clients overcome anxiety and worry about their performance is good, but you can do SO MUCH more. 

You can easily use the Mindset of Masters Technique to help athletes, musicians, actors, and speakers 

dramatically improve their performance. 

Wendy Merron Bio  (United States) 

Wendy Merron is the author of the Amazon bestseller, Powerful Thinking on Purpose. She is a Board Certified 

NGH Hypnotist and has trained hundreds of Certified Hypnotists since 2005. While others gained weight during 

the pandemic, she is thrilled she lost over 30 lbs using Self-Hypnosis of course! 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Mirza, Turan  -   

When:  Sun 16:00 EST Salon  B 

Street Hypnosis and The Elman Connection: Elman's Influence on Street 

Hypnosis 

Turan will cover his experience gained using street hypnosis and provide some insights into how the elements 

of the Elman induction have helped him develop his skills in hypnotising people both in an entertainment setting 

and a change work (hypnotherapy) setting. 

Turan Mirza Bio  (United Kingdom) 

Turan has used hypnosis for the last 10 years and for 4.5 years has been a full-time hypnotist performing change 

work. Starting as a hobby, it developed into Street Hypnosis before moving to paid hypnosis entertainment. It 

was only a matter of time before he was asked to help people change their lives with hypnosis and so he started 

to train in that area, eventually making it his full-time career. You can find more information about Turan and his 

services at his website www.feel-good.today and see him in action performing both change work and street 

hypnosis on his YouTube Channel (Search Feel Good Hypnosis). 

******************************************************************* 

Mitas, Helen  -  Diploma of Hypnotherapy; Master Practitioner Time Line Therapy; Master Practitioner NLP 

When:  Sat 18:00 EST Salon C 

The Power of Pre-Talk:  Priming the Client for Success 

Learn how to deliver Pre Talk that guarantees that your clients feel safe, secure and confident that they will 

achieve their desired outcome.  From the Elman Induction to Regression Therapy - this workshop will show you 

the best way to give your clients the ultimate expectation that they WILL succeed. 

Helen Mitas Bio  (Australia) 

Helen's vision is to fill the world with empowered souls by making Hypnotherapy mainstream and the 'Go-To' 

Profession for life's biggest challenges. She is the author of the published book 'Mindset Dominance', as well as 

" The 3 Kick Ass Habits of Slim Chicks " and " How to Eliminate Anxiety in 3 Easy Steps". 

Helen was awarded Hypnotist of the Year 2018 by the Mid America Conference. She has presented and trained 

therapists in the HypnoFit™ Therapist System across the globe from New York to London.  HypnoFit™ is the 

FIRST Global Hypnotherapy Clinic with Clinics in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane , Auckland & the USA. There 

are 3,000 Hypnotherapists from over 20 countries who are now Certified HypnoFit™ Therapists & Partners. 

Helen believes that each and every one of us is capable of so much more than we even dare to imagine by 

connecting to our infinite source of wisdom within. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Modjoros, Dr. MeLanie  -  MD, AASECT Certified Sex Counselor 

When:  Sat 14:00 EST Salon A 

Elman, Sex and Breast Cancer 

MeLanie Modjoros, physician, sex therapist, and heir to the Elman throne (lol), discusses how Dave Elman 

influenced her career. Working with principles developed by her great-uncle-in-law, she will describe how she 

uses hypnosis to manage medical-related sexual dysfunctions commonly experienced by breast cancer patients 

and survivors.  

Talk will include:  1) Using Hypnosis in Sex Therapy   2) Breast Cancer specific challenges    3) Get Your Sexy 

Back After Breast Cancer 

Dr. MeLanie Modjoros Bio  (USA) 

Dr. Modjoros is a board certified physician and AASECT Certified Sexuality Counselor who specialized in 

gynecology and pelvic pain before pivoting her career toward sex therapy. In 2014, she founded Sexual Health 

Consultants, a sex therapy practice dedicated to strengthening connections between mind and body and healing 

sexual dysfunction. Dr. Modjoros provides sex counseling related to any sexual dysfunctions, including issues 

around identity, libido, arousal, and sensation. She specializes in rehabilitating a client's sex life affected by 

illnesses like cancer, arthritis, chronic pain, autoimmune conditions, and surgery. As a frequent presenter at 

national and international conferences, Dr. Modjoros is passionate about teaching sex positivity and providing 

education about how the mind and body interact to create the sexual experience. Her mantra is "Sex is a gift 

from your body to you." 

******************************************************************* 

Montis, Ryan  -  TCHt, TNLP, TTLT, Trainer of Coaching 

When:  Sun 20:00 EST Salon B 

The Krasner Method of Hypnotherapy:  Metaphors for Perfect Sessions 

Beginning with a short intro on the gratitude that I have for Dave Elman and his work (and how it has impacted 

my practice and teaching as a Hypnotherapist), I'll then share Dr. Krasner's unique 8-step formula for conducting 

a powerful hypnotherapy session that "ticks all the boxes". In developing his "formula" for hypnotherapy, Dr. 

Krasner created a system for "deployable" hypnosis that could be trained and executed quickly and in a very 

efficient manner.  Beginners and previously trained hypnotists will appreciate Dr. Krasner's method for ensuring 

every session is a hit! 

Ryan Montis Bio  (Canada) 

Ryan M. Montis is an ABH Certified Instructor of Hypnotherapy. He runs experiential and transformational 

trainings in his unique interpretation of the Krasner Method of Hypnotherapy. Ryan's focus is getting his students 

competent and confident in the use of Clinical Hypnosis so that they can reliably and predictably serve others 

and create rapid and lasting change in their clients. Ryan is an online trainer and routinely teaches to sold-out 

classes. 

******************************************************************* 
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Murrell, Grant  -  Post Graduate Diploma : Management & Strategic Marketing, Trainer NLP & Hypnosis,  

MSC Sr Coach 

When:  Sat 19:00 EST Salon A 

Communication Success Blueprint:  The Principles of Effortless Communication 

It's often said that the secret of success is found by working with our greatest assets. Yet what if I told you that 

most people aren't even aware of the most valuable assets they have? So what if I then told you that you all 

have great assets inside of you that can be realised, developed and utilised to create success, no matter how 

you chose to define success? What if you attended my workshop and discovered how you too can learn these 

skills, while helping others and achieving your goals too? Intrigued? then come to my workshop to discover for 

yourself! 

Grant Murrell Bio  (England) 

Grant Murrell is fast becoming one of the most sought-after thought leaders in the arena of world class Human 

Communication. 

He is an International speaker, transformation expert, certified trainer in NLP & hypnotherapy, International best 

selling author, radio show presenter and entrepreneur. 

Over the past 19 years, Grant and his international team have coached thousands of entrepreneurs and business 

leaders across 15 countries to increase profits by up to 200% often in just a few months. Working on their team, 

systems, mindset and strategy, they generate more money in less time with less stress, enjoying more fulfilment 

in their life and business. 

Grant's ultimate mission is to empower people to embrace their passion, purpose & freedom while creating a 

great legacy! 

******************************************************************* 

Musche, Stin-Niels  -  HPP, BCH, Cht, CSPP, CHI 

When:  Sun 13:00 EST Salon A 

Hypno-Psychology of Addiction and Recovery 

You'll learn about the science of addiction and explore how psychological approaches can be used for treatment 

and recovery. You'll gain an intuitive understanding of the neurological and psychological effects of addiction 

and how this supports the path to recovery. You'll gain insight into biological and psychological approaches to 

recovery. and you'll learn if and how hypnosis can be used to help with recovery. 

Stin-Niels Musche Bio  (Germany) 

Stin-Niels Musche leading German Hypnotherapist, CEO of Hypno School, Licensed Professional. The thrilling 

therapist with heart. Stuffed with cheerfulness. Since 2010 he has been in adult education. Stin-Niels has had 

over 4000 participants, who he delighted. He has also presented over 2000 full day events. Since 2009 he 

occupies himself with hypnosis. In 2013 he was awarded with an international award at International Hypnosis 

Conference in Zurich, Switzerland. 
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Nicoli, Tom  -  Board Certified Hypnotist, Certified Insatructor, Certified Coach & Consultant  BCH, CI, CPC 

When:  Sat 15:00 EST Salon C 

DEI as a Safety Net to catch you when you reach beyond your limits. 

When starting out you can feel like a trapeze artist flying high above the ground with no net. The Elman Induction 

is that safety net that is there for you as you reach and soar to new heights. Learning the Elman Induction will 

help ensure a feeling of confidence and support as you practice your skills and add to them as a hypnotism 

professional. 

Tom Nicoli Bio  (USA) 

Tom is an internationally published author and speaker and holds certificatios as a Personal Development 

Coach, NLP Practitioner, Hypnosis Instructor and Professional Consultant.   He is a BCH, a Certified Instructor 

Coach, NGH Advisory Board Member, Order of Braid Council Member and adjunct faculty member.  His clients 

typically seek relief from personal issues including, but not limited to simple behavioral challenges, weight loss, 

motivation, and chronic emotional and physical disorders.  Tom also was the originator of the January 4th 

Hypnosis Day recognized globally. 

 

******************************************************************* 

Nongard, Dr. Richard K.  -  LFTM/CCH 

When:  Sun 15:00 EST Salon C 

Become a Published Author:  Dave Elman's Impact with One Book 

Do you have a book in there waiting to be shared with the world?  Have you dreamed of being a best selling 

author? Richard will share with us what it takes to start on your road to making this a reality.  After all, we are all 

here because one man wrote one book. 

Dr. Richard K. Nongard Bio  (USA) 

Dr. Richard K. Nongard is among the most qualified professionals in the Southwest, and has authored many 

books, videos and professional educational materials, including hypnosis textbooks and is the founder of the 

International Certification Board for Clinical Hypnotherapists (ICBCH) 

Dr. Nongard has completed his Doctorate in Transformational Leadership.  He is an innovative leader in the field 

of psychotherapy and hypnosis, and has trained thousands of professionals including ministers, medical doctors, 

psychologists, social workers, family therapists, hypnotherapists and professional counselors in ways to do a 

better job serving their clients. He is the author of many textbooks and resources in clinical hypnotherapy, a 

frequent conference and keynote speaker and also maintains a busy private practice.  Richard’s lighthearted 

and humorous approach makes him a popular and frequent speaker at national and international conferences. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Oatley Hall, Denise  -  Consulting Hypnotist/Comedy Stage Hypnotist 

When:  Sat 10:00 EST Salon B 

Discover Active Hypnosis!  A Not so new way to help clients 

Dave Elman introduced us to Waking Hypnosis. Elman found that a person could bypass the  critical faculty 

without trance to implant selective thinking. Studies have concluded that with Active Hypnosis, a not so distant 

cousin, a person can bypass the critical faculty while performing an activity ( walking, treadmills, rowing etc) and 

implant selective thinking. The results refresh, revive and renew the mind while supporting the desire to do the 

activity.  In this workshop, we will explore Active Hypnosis, what it is , the history behind it and how it can be 

used in your practice.   This will be fun and interesting! 

Denise Oatley Hall Bio  (USA) 

Denise Oatley Hall has been practicing both stage and clinical hypnosis for over 17 years.  She started as a 

Comedy Hypnotist but after she trained with Gerry Kein of Omni Hypnosis she started her practice as a 

Consulting Hypnotist and has not looked back. In 2018 she presented and performed as The Laugh Specialist 

for the Mid America Hypnosis Conference.   Denise is an experienced Keynote Speaker and Corporate 

Entertainer making a difference in her city of Tampa, Fl and across the country. 

******************************************************************* 

O'Leary, Pamela  -  Clinical Consulting Hypnotist 

When:  Fri 20:00 EST Salon C 

Healing Practices Using Inductions 

Having flexibility in our work practices. Pamela will talk a bit about her journey and how she works.  She is a tarot 

reader, a healing practitioner, health coach and hypnotist.  She will be talking about the impact that hypnosis 

has had on her life and about inductions and how and why she uses them when doing a healing session. 

Pamela O'Leary Bio  (Australia) 

Pamela O'Leary is a Clinical Consulting Hypnotherapist using effective techniques including hypnosis, emotional 

tapping and NLP. She is an international presenter and author always seeking the latest in all modalities to share 

with her clients.   

Pamela specialises in weight loss.  Having had weight and body issues over the years she found a healthy 

lifestyle that suits her that she now successfully shares with 100's of clients all over the world.  She is combining 

intermittent fasting with hypnosis. Pamela is very passionate about helping people reach their full potential so 

they can live a full healthy and happy life. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Peacock, Sue  -  PhD, MSc, BSc(Hons) AdvDipH, CPsycol, AFBPsS 

When:  Sat 12:00 EST Salon C 

Hypnosis to Manage Long  COVID  Symptoms 

Long Covid, or post-Covid syndrome, describes a range of symptoms that persist for more than four weeks after 

a first suspected infection with the virus, and which are not explained by other causes. Symptoms vary but 

include fatigue, muscle pain, anxiety, sleep disturbance, difficulty concentrating, and possible trauma. It is not 

yet clear whether the condition will last for months or years. More than a million people in the UK were 

experiencing Long Covid in a recent four-week period during March 2021, (ONS) and these figures are set to 

grow. 

Long covid has an impact on the individual, on society and on the economy. As hypnotherapists we can use our 

skills to help “long haulers” manage their symptoms so they can re-engage with their life. My presentation will 

discuss why Elman's induction is perfect for this group of patients and my experiences of treating this group of 

people using case studies. 

Sue Peacock Bio  (UK) 

Dr Sue Peacock is a Consultant Health Psychologist registered with the Heath and Care Professions Council. 

She is an Associate Fellow of The British Psychological Society, a Registered Advanced Clinical Hypnotherapist 

& EMDR practitioner. She has an extensive track record of supporting clients presenting with chronic pain, sleep 

disorders, physical health problems, dental and medical phobias, anxiety and depression for over 20 years. 

Sue has won accolades including the Top Doctors Award for Psychology and a research grant to pioneer her 

sleeping with chronic pain programme from NHS Health Innovations. She is an external examiner for the 

Doctorate in Health Psychology and a British Psychological Society approved supervisor. Sue is also a published 

author and has been featured in academia and by the media for her work. She has experience of working in the 

NHS, private practice and the voluntary sector. 

******************************************************************* 

Pank, Christophe  -  Consulting Hypnotist/Certified DEHI Trainer 

When:  Sun 09:00 EST Salon B 

Self-Hypnosis Helped Me With My Cancer 

Self-Hypnosis is a great tool we can use to help our mind and body find solutions. During this workshop, Pank 

will share will you, some basic but effective ways to use it when you have some problem in your life. 

-   Hypnosis and Self-hypnosis 

-   Self-hypnosis to manage our own pain  

-   Self-hypnosis to Self Hypno-Analyze 

-   Self-hypnosis to Esdaile State  

-   Results and Limits 

 

Christophe Pank Bio  (France) 

Pank is a Hypnotist and Psychopractitioner in France for over 20 years. He has a passion for trance exploration 

in all coaching or therapeutic disciplines. He's taught in his own school since 2011, Hypnosis, Hypnosophie and 

Questiosophie. 
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Popa, Eugen  -  Yagerian Method Master Trainer 

When:  Fri 12:00 EST Salon A 

Yagerian Method and the Dave Elman Induction: The DEI as a gateway to your 

preferred method 

Yagerian Method is very simple to learn and to apply and anyone who is able to follow steps can use it 

immediately.  

It is based on the concept of Parts, similar to Parts Therapy, Core Transformation, Transactional Analysis, Family 

Constellations and more. 

This presentation is the compressed version of a 3 days Certification program and once you learn it and apply 

it, you can see the results right away. 

Eugen Popa Bio  (Romania) 

Eugen Popa international speaker and trainer specialised in Regression and Parts Therapy methods. 

He has been teaching to thousands of students around the world and is president of the Romanian Hypnosis 

Association. 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Quigley, David  -  BA. Duke University CHT Hypnotherapy Training Institute 

When:  Sun 19:00 EST Salon C 

Body manipulation:   Self-touch & Movement for Self-Healing 

Body manipulation methods pioneered by Dave Elman revolutionized our capacity to deepen the trance state. 

In this seminar you will learn to use the clients ability to touch,  manipulate,  and move their own body in trance 

to reduce pain, increase flexibility and heal illness in the body using the master language of Elman's work.   And 

it can be done on Zoom!! 

David Quigley Bio  (United States) 

David Quigley has a 40 year career as a hypnotist, hypnosis trainer and spiritual teacher in Santa Rosa 

California.  

He used these methods to recover from crippling RA in 1978.  But learning how to assist others to achieve these 

remarkable results led him to the language of Dave Elman and other hypnosis pioneers. For 35 years he has 

run the Alchemy Institute of Hypnosis which offers extensive training in advanced hypnosis.  A full day of our 14 

day basic program is devoted to the Elman technology.   

David has taught this revolutionary technology, called Alchemical hypnosis throughout the world at hypnosis 

conferences and trainings.  
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Rapala, Janet  -  R.N., B.S.N, M.S.N., CCM, LMT, CHt 

When:  Sat 20:00 EST Salon C 

HypnoMassage & Nerobics- Effect relaxation, active brain and defy aging 

Participants will learn a process that combines hypnotic language and imagination,  with simple massage 

technique, observation and entrainment of client's breathing for the purpose of relieving stress, anxiety and 

induce relaxation. 

Janet Rapala Bio  (USA) 

Janet has Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) and Master’s Degree in Nursing (MSN). She has worked in a 

variety of acute care settings, such as Emergency Room, Intensive Coronary Care, surgery and post-op 

recovery, and home care as an Intravenous Infusion Nurse. She is a licensed massage therapy professional and 

has done Sports Massage with US Olympic athletes and elite runners and triathletes as well as regular clients 

in a variety of settings.  Janet blends her medical background with hypnosis. Her interest in comedy has led to 

training in Stand Up comedy and Improv and her humor helps in all areas. 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Ravalia, Dr. Munir  -  BDS MFDS RCS Cons Sed DCHyp 

When:  Sun 09:00 EST Salon A 

Hypnosedation 

The interplay between hypnosis and Conscious sedation.   Look at real life case studies of patients who have 

had 'failed sedations' and look into the reasons why and how a combined technique has helped these patients 

Dr. Munir Ravalia Bio  (UK) 

Dr.M.Ravalia 

Clinical Lecturer Conscious Sedation 

Medical Clinical Hypnotherapist 

Involved in teaching and research around this very specific filed. Has lectured globally on this topic and accepts 

referrals for patients who have had failed sedation, to try this combined technique 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Ricci, Laiz  -  Neuropsychologist. CH 

When:  Sun 18:00 EST Salon C 

Hypnosis with Children:  Healing Can be Fun 

Hypnosis can also be fun, and to work with children it has to be! In the healing process with them you can play 

and also have great results, and that’s the magical about the process. With children, it’s really possible to see 

the magic in hypnosis. But behind any children, you have parents or caregivers, and it’s very important to learn 

how to work with them too so you can all become a team in this process of helping their child. 

Laiz Ricci Bio  (Brazil) 

Neuropsychologist, NLP Practitioner, trained by Dave Elman Hypnosis Institute (EUA), Instituto Português de 

Hipnose(PT), Practitioner in ericksonian Hypnosis, International Certification: DGERT, Associação Portuguesa 

de Hipnose Clínica e Hipnoanálise APHCH American Board of Hipnotherapy ABH. Graduated in psychology in 

2013 and stated in hypnosis in 2017. 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Riley, Kaz  -  BSc Applied Biology, Dhyp, PDCHyp, BSCH 

When:  Sun 12:00 EST Salon B 

Was Dave Elmans' Work Sexy?   How to use Elman's techniques to create sexual 

freedom. 

When you think of the Elman induction, you probably don't think of sexual dysfunction clients, but perhaps you 

should and during this talk you will find out why! During this presentation I will highlight the influences the Elman 

techniques have had upon my practice and the creation of sexual freedom hypnosis. 

Kaz Riley Bio  (UK) 

Kaz Riley is  an award winning, leading international hypnotist, hypnotherapist and hypnosis educator. She is 

recognised as leading expert in the fields of Sexual freedom, sexual dysfunction and kink friendly hypnotherapy, 

she has an excellent international reputation for both her work with clients and her specialist training and 

mentoring programmes for hypnotherapists. Kaz is the founder and creator of Sexual freedom hypnosis, which 

is now taught across the world. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Rosen, Eric  -   

When:  Fri 09:00 EST Salon B 

Medical Hypnosis Essentials to Grow Your Practice 

Learn the three critical areas where you, as a Hypnosis professional, can become an indispensable asset to your 

local medical community. You will gain insight into how you can help to educate and inform medical professionals 

about the unique contributions you can make to the medical ‘team’, making it easier, more comfortable, and 

practical for them to refer patients to you. You’ll learn valuable tools to expand your practice by working with 

medical referrals and receive a handout that includes additional useful medical research and material beyond 

what is covered 

Eric Rosen Bio  (USA) 

Eric is an Adjunct Faculty with the Florida School of Professional Psychology at National Louis University, 

Tampa, with specialization in pediatrics, child/ family/ & couples work, school psychology, clinical hypnotherapy 

with Master Certification for teaching (IACT/ IMDHA), working with special needs populations including Deaf, 

Deaf Blind, ASD, intellectual disabilities, learning disabled, and ADHD, fluent in ASL. He also is a certified trauma 

professional (IAPT), and does forensic work in areas as expert witness, parental fitness, competency to proceed 

and criminal responsibility cases. Eric also has a diplomate fellow in clinical psychopharmacology. He was 

awarded an international Educator of the Year award by IACT for hypnosis teaching (2018), and Lynn Groves 

Keys to Excellence Award (2019) by the Hypnosis Education Association of Florida for Contributions and 

Accomplishments in the Field of Hypnosis. 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Roth, Melissa  -  CHt, CI 

When:  Sun 19:00 EST Salon A 

Covid "Long Haulers" and Hypnosis 

Covid has instilled fear and anxiety into the entire world. For some people, Covid symptoms can last weeks or 

months. These people, given the name Long Haulers, have in theory recovered from the worst impacts of 

COVID-19 and have tested negative. But, Long Haulers survived this virus only to be held prisoner by many of 

its symptoms. There is no consistent reason for this to happen and conventional medicine has no relief to offer 

these people. But, hypnosis can provide relief for many of their symptoms, giving them a new lease on life. 

Impact your practice in a positive way by providing relief to these potential clients. 

Melissa Roth Bio  (USA) 

Melissa is a Hypnotherapist who has specialized in Complementary Medical Hypnosis for decades.  Among her 

specialties are working with IBS, Fibromyalgia and pain.  She has had practices in Alabama, Colorado and has 

just relocated to Charleston, SC.  Melissa is available to work online with clients and training for hypnotists. 
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Roth, Seth-Deborah  -  RN, CRNA, BA, CCht, CI 

When:  Sat 19:00 EST Salon B 

Health/Lifestyle Modification Coaching:  Dave Elman Lives in the Medical World 

A health coach addresses many various health concerns and then works with the client to make behavioral, 

nutritional and other lifestyle changes that meet their unique needs and health goals.  

This includes both people with chronic conditions as well as those who want to, quite simply, avoid these chronic 

conditions in the first place.  

There's an ever-increasing need for health coaches. Chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, and 

diabetes are the leading causes of death and disability in the United States. The health coaching market reached 

$6 billion in 2017, a 15 % rise from 2014. The market is forecast to reach $7.85 billion by 2022. 

Well-intentioned but rushed clinicians fail to address patients' emotional needs to make those significant changes 

that have lingered for years. Many people know what they need to do but seem unable or unwilling to do it.   Here 

is a need...now go out and fill it !!! 

Seth-Deborah Roth Bio  (USA) 

Seth-Deborah is a Nurse Anesthetist, a Hypnotist specializing in Medical Hypnotherapy and a fellow with the 

National Board of Certified Clinical Hypnotherapists. She is a member of the NGH Order of Braid and recipient 

of the Charles Tebbetts award plus recipient of the 2005 Award of Excellence in the field of Health from the 

International Hypnosis Federation.  She has presented at UCSF Hospital Integrative Health Forum, UCSF 

Medical School Alternative Health elective, Samuel Merritt University Health Sciences Institution, the NGH, the 

Association for Professional Hypnosis and Psychotherapy in London, The IMDHA, the Institute of Advanced 

Studies in Health, the Dermatology Nurses Association,  Kaiser Hospital in Alameda, St. Rose Hospital in 

Hayward, Sutter Health Hospitals Alta Bates, Herrick and Summit in Oakland and Berkeley, Seton Hospital in 

Daly City, the International Hypnosis Federation and HypnoThoughts Live. She became nationally known on her 

appearance on the Discovery Channel's "MythBusters". Besides her private hypnosis practice she also works 

as a procedure sedation specialist. 

******************************************************************* 

Russo, Giancarlo  -  Doctor Physiotherapy 

When:  Sun 12:00 EST Salon C 

Use of Hypnosis in Neuro Rehab to help Stroke Patients 

Neurosciences show us that recovery post stroke needs a lot of neuro sensorial stimulations to help brain make 

new connections accordong to neuroplasticity. Hypnosis is a powerful tool to help the patients build up new 

connections through new experiences 

Giancarlo Russo Bio  (Italy) 

Giancarlo Russo is a Phyaiotherapist specialized in Neuro Rehab and Pain Rehabilitation. Since more than 30 

years he studies and practices hypnosis in the clinical environment in the rehab field. He was the firat in Italy to 

introduce hypnosis in the university and in some public hospitals. He travels worlwide teaching Non Verbal 

Hypnosis and Body Language 

******************************************************************* 
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Sacco, Marc  -  RN, CRNA, BA, CCht, CI 

When:  Sat 09:00 EST Salon A 

Verbal Medicine 

You will be introduced to the use of cognitive-behavioral approaches and mind-body work such as relaxation, 

biofeedback, hypnosis, meditation, distraction, and imagery. You will discover how successfully integrating 

Verbal Medicine at the bedside will enhance your ability to care for and enhance the patient’s perception of care. 

Marc Sacco Bio  (USA) 

The Patient Whisperers, Roger Woods & Marc Sacco are both ED RNs with over 50 years of experience between 

them. Both are NGH Board Certified Hypnotists and NLP Practitioners. Having used hypnosis on over 30,000 

patients, they co-authored the book Verbal Medicine, and are known as SMEs of Hypnosis in Healthcare and 

tireless advocates for their patients and are on a mission to enlighten the medical world about the phenomenal 

advantages of integrating complementary medicine into modern medicine. 

 

******************************************************************* 

Scholl, Barbara  -  Omni Instructor 

When:  Sun 10:00 EST Salon B 

Elman Inductio for Children: "Kein's Flashlight Induction" 

My understanding and fascination of the MAGIC of the Dave Elman Induction allowed me to develop a unique 

and highly efficient technique.  It  profoundly influenced my working with Kids & Teens *How Jerry Kein (THE 

student of Dave Elman) influenced my Induction & Deepeners for Kids & Teens *Learn and watch "Jerry Kein's 

Flashlight Induction" of the HypnoKids® Training by Barbara Scholl. 

Barbara Scholl Bio  (Switzerland) 

Barbara Scholl has all her spotlights on Child & Teen Hypnotherapy. Barbara is HypnoKids® and OMNI 

Instructor, Bestselling Author on Child Hypnotherapy and a true "people person". She loves to connect 

internationally, she herself grew up in Switzerland, Brazil and USA. Barbara works at the OMNI Hypnosis Center 

in Zürich Switzerland and trains Child Hypnotherapy on a world wide basis. 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Scott, Patricia  -  PhD, C.M.T 

When:  Fri 09:00 EST Salon B 

Medical Hypnosis Essentials to Grow Your Practice 

Learn the three critical areas where you, as a Hypnosis professional, can become an indispensable asset to your 

local medical community. You will gain insight into how you can help to educate and inform medical professionals 

about the unique contributions you can make to the medical ‘team’, making it easier, more comfortable, and 

practical for them to refer patients to you. You’ll learn valuable tools to expand your practice by working with 

medical referrals and receive a handout that includes additional useful medical research and material beyond 

what is covered 

Patricia Scott Bio  (USA) 

Patti is a Certified Medical  (since 1992), Certified Master Trainer for the IACT, and a Life Fellow with the IMDHA. 

As President of UP Hypnosis Institute (Unlimited Possibilities Hypnosis Inc.) in Florida, she maintains a private 

practice and 

teaches Hypnosis, Medical Hypnotherapy and NLP. Prior, Patti had an exciting 20 year career as a professional 

singer, actor, dancer & songwriter. 

******************************************************************* 

 

Simpson, Ines  -  Creator of the Simpson Protocol, BCH, CI 

When:  Sat 13:00 EST Salon  A 

The Power of The Elman Induction and how it helped create Simpson Protocol 

Finding Dave Elman, understanding his Induction, exploring Esdaile, Creating Simpson Protocol.  I will talk about 

how Jerry Kein led me to Dave Elman, and how he showed me the power and simplicity of the Elman induction 

and the story of Dave Elman, the man himself. With the Elman Induction I was able to explore the possibilities 

of the Esdaile state.Initially using the Esdaile state, I was led to what is now call the Simpson Protocol. 

Now, although the Esdaile state is not essential to Simpson Protocol process, the Elman induction is still a key 

part of making Simpson Protocol work so effectively. I will briefly describe the Simpson Protocol process and 

how it is in constant evolution, to allow more and more profound outcomes, and seeming infinite possibilities. 

Ines Simpson Bio  (Canada) 

Prior to Hypnosis, I worked in many fields from the hospitality industry to commercial fishing. In my 40's, I started 

to re-evaluate my life and search for something fulfilling and give my life more meaning.  In the late 90s, my 

mother took a hypnotherapy course (by mistake- she thought it was Psychic event and I guess in a way it was!)  

She told me about it and a light bulb went on!  And I reconnected to Hypnosis. From then on, I was committed. 

It seemed to be my thing.  Something I could truly commit to. Though NGH, I am a BCH and C.I., 2012 inducted 

to the NGH Order of Braid in recognition of service to professional hypnotism, 2014 first Canadian Omni 

instructor.-Throughout, evolving the Simpson Protocol, a method of Hypnosis that allows the Hypnotists to 

communicate with a client even when in deep states of Hypnosis such as Esdaile and even Sichort. 
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Smith, Karl  -   

When:  Sat 09:00 EST Salon C 

The Art of Content Free Hypnosis:   Less is more with hypnosis 

The value of saying nothing in your sessions far outweighs talking. Using content free hypnosis can open up 

your client, working directly with the issue, not the cognitive excuse. I will take you through step by step the art 

of content free hypnosis and show you why consultations are useless in hypnotherapy. I will take you on a 

journey that will change the way you work with hypnosis. 

Karl Smith Bio  (UK) 

Ex British Solider, Ex Police SWAT officer and SWAT trainer. I once owned a label called Post Trauma but I 

chose to leave it behind and live life to the max. 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Spencer, Don  -  Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist 

When:  Fri 13:00 EST Salon C 

The Dance of Trance:  From 3 minutes to 3 seconds to 3 hours 

Imagine spending 50 min learning key concepts of the tranced mind, of unstoppable influence and how to get 

fast results. We will cover various hypnotic inductions including the Elman 3 minute and quickly move to 3 second 

or less inductions and explore the cutting edge of transformation work with plant medicine in healing. Spencer 

will provide a fast paced educational and entertaining workshop. You will learn to apply new ideas of future trance 

healing and hypnosis in fresh new ways from a master of the craft.... 

Don Spencer Bio  (USA) 

Don Spencer is known to be a hypnotic leader. He began his formal hypnosis training  and NLP in 1980 alongside 

undergraduate work in psychology and pre-med studies. This includes in-depth shamanistic studies. After 

opening 3 Hypnotherapy offices and 2 schools of Professional Hypnotherapy Training, Spencer entered the 

world of Professional Stage Hypnosis where he produced at the time the longest running weekly comedy 

hypnosis show spanning 320 straight weeks.  

He is an international trainer, speaker and entertainer. He has appeared on numerous TV, Radio and news 

shows worldwide. He has hypnotized over 1,000,000 people. His extensive knowledge of hypnosis and human 

behavior based on his work has allowed him to adapt earlier forms of hypnosis to rapid methods that achieve 

incredible results quickly. 

******************************************************************* 
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Stevenson, Michael  -  Master Trainer of Hypnotherapy, NLP, TIME, EFT, and Life/Success Coaching 

When:  Fri 16:00 EST Salon A 

How to Give Super Suggestions that Last (For Life) 

In this presentation, I will teach you how to give life-changing, life-LASTING suggestions that will increase your 

success rate and have you getting better results than ever before WITHOUT the need for scripts ever again. 

Michael Stevenson Bio  (USA) 

Michael Stevenson, the author of the best-selling book, Learn Hypnosis... Now!, is a Trainer of Hypnotherapy 

with over 22 years of experience helping over 100,000 people around the world with hypnosis and NLP. 

******************************************************************* 

Stockwell-Nicholas, Shelley  -  PhD 

When:  Sun 18:00 EST Salon B 

What Are You Thinking?  Dave, Ormond, Albert & YOU! 

Mind Exploration. Mind Mastery.  Expanded Awareness. Higher Consciousnes. Bliss. This highly experiential 

class explores the history, mystery and mastery of thought and happiness. Includes time honored tips, tricks 

from the masters so you master your mind as a master mind and venture into the secret realms of thought to 

think what, when and how you want and then stop thinking and absorb. 

Shelley Stockwell-Nicholas Bio  (USA) 

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy Instructor, Shelley Stockwell-Nicholas, PhD is President and co-founder (with 

Ormond McGill) of the International Hypnosis Federation. She's the author of 25 books used in hypnosis that are 

used schools worldwide and a regular guest on radio, television, in the press and on social media. 

******************************************************************* 

Tricarico, Dr. Bruno  -  Dentist, DEHI Trainer 

When:  Fri 16:00 EST Salon B 

Hypnotherapy Roots:  Neuroscience 

When we talk about hypnotherapy we always hear about "finding the cause" of our problems. But, what it means 

? Understanding how emotions, memories and learning connects can make us see things that go beyond what 

we are used to hear. Improving our practice as therapists and the spread of hypnotherapy as a real tool for 

development of mental and phisical health. 

Dr. Bruno Tricarico Bio  (Brazil) 

Dental surgeon with 17 years of experience in the use of hypnosis and hypnotherapy, Bruno was the first 

Brazilian formed by Gerald Kein (2007) and former instructor for his institution. With several national and 

international backgrounds. He is a founding partner, instructor and technical-scientific responsible of CORTEX 

ACADEMY. 
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Wackernagel, Nicole  -  CH, CI, DEHI Trainer, Keynote 

When:  Fri 11:00 EST Salon A 

Keynote:  Elman Methods Built My Confidence for Hypnosis & My Practice 

Share in Nicole's hypnosis journey. 

Nicole Wackernagel Bio  (Switzerland) 

Nicole has been dealing with hypnosis for over 30 years.  She experienced hypnosis for the first time at the 11 

when she listened to her late grandmother’s hypnosis records.  The interest never waned, even when she heard 

at 16, in church, that hypnosis was something sinister and bad that one should avoid. Almost 20 years later, she 

experienced a dental treatment under hypnosis.  Realizing that what she thought she knew and believed was 

wrong was a bitter realization.  So she started learning everything she could and she was off and running.  Now 

she is a keynote speaker, IMDHA CH and Certified Trainer, a DEHI Trainer, a VGB trainer and has been on TV 

and radio.  She is a partner in the Swiss Hypnosis Institute, and has blossomed in her confidence and still 

sponging up all she can learn. 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Waxkirsh, Sharon  -  BAHONS CHT MHT HBCE 

When:  Sun 14:00 EST Salon A 

Hypno Anesthesia:  Myth & Reality 

Sharon will be co-instructing with Dr. Brice Lemaire. This lecture will cover the entire field of Hypno Anesthesia 

applied to operative and surgical procedures in dentistry.  It will be delivered along with Sharon Wakirst from the 

UK.  1- Historical hypno anesthesia (Esdaile, Elliotson, Braid, etc...)  2-  Contemporary Experiments in various 

countries with videos ( Russia, UK, USA, Spain, France) 3- Criterias for Hypno anesthesia 3/ Technics for Hypno 

anesthesia 4- Various situations with videos 5- Reflexions about critical factor 6- Conclusions In this lecture, with 

a lot of clinical videos, we will explore the fascinating limits of hypnosis and the power of the mind on the body. 

Sharon Waxkirsh Bio  () 

Director and educator Sharon Waxkirsh is renowned for her experience, expertise and ease of communication. 

Her mission is to give you the power to revolutionise your life and your business with hypnotherapy. Sharon lives 

and works internationally, chiefly in the US and the UK. Aware of the need for world class accredited 

hypnotherapy training, Sharon established Academy For Hypnosis with the goal of providing accessible 

hypnotherapy education to students and professionals wherever their place of work or residence. Academy for 

Hypnosis is now in its second outstanding decade of training professionals in proven and effective clinical 

hypnotherapy. Our training gives you everything you need to integrate hypnotherapy into your life and practice. 

******************************************************************* 
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Wipf, HansRuedi  -  Keynote 

When:  Fri 17:00 EST Salon A 

Keynote:  "From Elman to Kein to Today!" 

Elman the therapist, Elman the teacher - how Elman inspired Gerald F. Kein and myself to become better 

hypnotists and instructors. 

HansRuedi Wipf Bio  (Switzerland) 

President and Owner of OMNI Hypnosis International, Bestselling author of 4 books on the subject of hypnosis, 

organizer of the Zurich Hypnosis Convention, Suceessor of Gerald F. Kein, the major student of Dave Elman 

 

******************************************************************* 

 

Wong, Gilbert  -  Commader, Phd, CHt, DEHI Trainer 

When:  Fri 20:00 EST Salon A 

The Integration of Crisis Neogtiation in Hypnotherapy 

"The Integration of Crisis Negotiation in Hypnotherapy" Both negotiator and hypnotherapist are highly skilled in 

the nuances of communication and are trained in assessing verbal and nonverbal behaviours. Chief 

Superintendent Gilbert Wong has 22 years of experience in crisis negotiation, management. He will share the 

key concepts of crisis negotiation in hypnotherapy with special emphasis on the 8Cs Strategies of Crisis 

Negotiation. (Containment, Command, Communication, Control of Emotion, Coordination of Information, Care, 

Commitment and Closure). 

Gilbert Wong Bio  (Hong Kong) 

Chief Superintendent Gilbert WONG was first exposed to the world of negotiation in 1999 and has been the 

Commanding Officer of Police Negotiation Cadre of the Hong Kong Police Force since 2010. He was chosen 

to become a member of the Directing Staff of the Scottish National Hostage and Crisis Negotiators Course and 

represented the HKPF to share his crisis negotiation experience at over 10 Annual International Negotiator’s 

Working Group Conference. On the field of hypnotherapy, Gilbert was certified by the IMDHA and ACHE as a 

certified and clinical hypnotherapist respectively. He was also certified by the IMDHA as a medical 

hypnotherapist and stress management consultant. Gilbert got a Bachelor’s Degree in Behavioral Science and 

Physiology, Master Degrees in Administrative Leadership and Counseling and a PhD Degree in Behavioural 

Science. He graduated from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) National Academy in Quantico, Virginia, 

USA and completed the Harvard Program on negotiation 

 

******************************************************************* 
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Woods, Roger  -  RN 

When:  Sat 09:00 EST Salon A 

Verbal Medicine 

You will be introduced to the use of cognitive-behavioral approaches and mind-body work such as relaxation, 

biofeedback, hypnosis, meditation, distraction, and imagery. You will discover how successfully integrating 

Verbal Medicine at the bedside will enhance your ability to care for and enhance the patient’s perception of care. 

Roger Woods Bio  (USA) 

The Patient Whisperers, Roger Woods & Marc Sacco are both ED RNs with over 50 years of experience between 

them. Both are NGH Board Certified Hypnotists and NLP Practitioners. Having used hypnosis on over 30,000 

patients, they co-authored the book Verbal Medicine, and are known as SMEs of Hypnosis in Healthcare and 

tireless advocates for their patients and are on a mission to enlighten the medical world about the phenomenal 

advantages of integrating complementary medicine into modern medicine.  
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Panel:  Kid's Panel  

When:  Fri 14:00 EST Salon A 

Barbara Scholl, Claire de la Varre, Karen Hand, Beryl Comar, Randi Light 

******************************************************************* 

Panel:  Cultural Diversity  

When:  Fri 18:00 EST Salon A 

Panel Members: TBA 

******************************************************************* 

Panel:  Dental Panel  

When:  Sat 12:00 EST Salon A 

Dr. Brice Lemaire, Dr. Munir Favalia, Beryl Comar, Juan Acousta 

******************************************************************* 

Panel:  Building Your Practice (Pending)  

When:  Sat 18:00 EST Salon A 

Panel Members: TBA 

******************************************************************* 

Panel:  Anxiety, Stress & PTSD  "How, Why, When?"  

When:  Sun :12:00 EST Salon A 

Panel Members: TBA 

******************************************************************* 

Panel:  Medical Hypnosis 

When:  Sun 20:00 EST Salon A 

Dr Benedito Amorim Filho, Seth-Deborah Roth, Melissa Roth, Amber Cox, Roy Cantrell 

******************************************************************* 
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Presenters Contact Information 
 

Last Name: First 
Name: 

Degrees / Titles: Business Website: Country: 

Acosta Juan CHP www.hypnodontist.com USA 

Adams Tracy Clinical 
Hypnotherapist 

www.cornerstonehypnotherapy.com/ USA 

Amorim Filho Benedito M.D. www.cortexacademy.org Brazil 

Andrews Sean 
Michael 

CH, CI www.WorldsFastestHypnotist.com USA 

Anthony Karl Founder, Owner, 
Director, RCHYP ADV 
DIP HYP  

www.ichireland.ie Ireland 

Baker Lance Hypnotherapist www.branchesofhealing.com.au Australia 

Banks Eric BSBA, Juris Doctor www.bankslawllc.org AND 
www.imagerelationsllc.com 

USA 

Barsky Alan MH, CHt www.MindBodyHypnosis.com/ USA 

Beaven-
Marks  

Dr Kate  EdD, MSc (Psych), 
MSc (OEHSM), 
AdvDipH, PDCHyp, 
PDCBHyp, BCH, 
MPNLP, SQHP, 
ADPR, CI, ATCL 

www.hypnosis-courses.com AND 
www.hypnotc.com AND www.drkatehypno.com  

UK 

Bird Caryn Professional 
Hypnotherapist, 
Mindset Trainer, BA in 
Psychology,  
HypnoBirthing 
Practitioner 

www.WinWithHypnosis.com USA 

Breward Helen BA (Hons) DipCAH, 
HPD 

www.HelenBreward.com UK 

Burns Bob BA Hons; 
psychology/sociology 

www.BobBurnsHypnotherapy.com Scotland 

Campbell Ali Master Trainer of 
Hypnotherapy and 
NLP  

www.AliCampbell.com  UK 

Cantrell Roy CH, CI www.lowcountryhypnosis.com USA 

Cleary Dan n/a www.danclearyhypnosis.com/ USA 

Coles Garry MSc Clinical 
Hypnotherapy 

www.hypno-oncology.com UK 

Comar Beryl MA Applied 
Linguistics, MA 
Education, Master 
Trainer NLP & 
Hypnotherapy Trainer 
NLP 

www.BerylComar.com,  
www.HypnoDonticsWorld.com 

Spain 

Conkle Stephanie CH, CI www.StephanieConkle.com USA 

Cox Amber BCH www.mainehypnosiscenter.com USA 

http://www.hypnodontist.com/
http://www.cornerstonehypnotherapy.com/
http://www.cortexacademy.org/
http://www.worldsfastesthypnotist.com/
http://www.ichireland.ie/
http://www.branchesofhealing.com.au/
https://bankslawllc.org/
https://bankslawllc.org/
http://mindbodyhypnosis.com/
https://hypnosis-courses.com/
https://hypnosis-courses.com/
https://winwithhypnosis.com/
http://www.helenbreward.com/
http://bobburnshypnotherapy.com/
http://www.alicampbell.com/
http://www.lowcountryhypnosis.com/
http://danclearyhypnosis.com/
http://www.hypno-oncology.com/
https://berylcomar.com/
https://berylcomar.com/
http://www.stephanieconkle.com/
http://mainehypnosiscenter.com/
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Dahl Monica Ed.D. Counseling 
Psychology, FL MH 
13153 

www.geershypnosis.com USA 

De Groof Rob … www.europeanhypnosisacademy.com Belgium 

de la Varre Claire PhD, CH, CI, MHGI www.positivespiralhypnosis.com USA 

Dell’Isola Alberto  Psychology Professor www.albertodellisola.com.br Brazil 

DeSchalit Michael BA, CHt, BCH, CI, 
CLC 

www.virtualhypnosisonline.com and 
www.thehypnozone.com 

USA 

Eimer Bruce Ph.D. in Educational 
Psychology 

www.BruceEimer.com USA 

Elman Cheryl CH, CI, CMT, BS Ed https://gumroad.com/dehidigital/  USA 

Elman H Larry CH,CI, CMT, SB Eng, 
MS Eng 

www.elmanhypnosis.com USA 

Gallagher Victoria Certified Master 
Hypnotist 

www.VictoriaMGallagher.com USA 

Ghanimé Daniel MBA, CHT, MP www.facebook.com/TheControlAlternative/ Lebanon 

Golawska 
Moody 

Agata Dr, MRCPsych, 
Diploma in Clinical 
Hypnosis 

www.hypnosisnewzealand.co.nz/pages/agatam UK 

Granger Sheila   www.SheilaGranger.com UK 

Green Rick BA.  BCHT www.ChangesAheadHypnosis.com USA 

Guzzi Rich   www.HypnosisWorld.com USA 

Guzzo Ken BFA, CH.t, CHI www.NorthAmericanAcademyofHypnosis.com  USA 

Hall Lauren CH, CI www.moderndayhypnosis.com/ USA 

Hammond Lori Professional Hypnotist www.trancypants.com/ USA 

Hand Karen B.S. Ed, BCH, CI www.KarenHand.com  USA 

Hardwick Andrew CHt, PNLP, ICPT www.andrewhardwick.co.nz New 
Zealand 

Hazlerig James Master of Arts 
(Literature 

www.hypnoticstorytellingcourse.com USA 

Heather Hypno NGH Certified 
Hypnotherapist, NGH 
Instructor of 
Hypnotism, ICBCH 
Hypnosis Instructor 

www.hypnoheather.com Canada 

Henderson Susan   www.health-couch.com.au Australia 

Horn Tim BCH, CI, OB www.Hypnconsult.com USA 

Hunter C. Roy DIMDHA, DAPHP www.royhunter.com USA 

Jacquin Anthony MSc, BSc, Dip Hyp, C 
Prof. 

www.jacquinhypnosisacademy.com/ UK 

Jensen  Elisabeth Registered Nurse & 
Midwife.  Diploma 
Hypnosis & NLP  

www.elisabethjensen.com.au  Australia 

La Selva Fabio NLP Master, 
Hypnotist, Hypnosis 
Trainer 

www.cortexacademy.org Brazil 

Lamim Luis Automation Engineer; 
entrepreneur; 

www.cerebromaster.com.br/ Brasil 

http://www.geershypnosis.com/
http://www.europeanhypnosisacademy.com/
http://positivespiralhypnosis.com/
http://www.albertodellisola.com.br/
https://www.virtualhypnosisonline.com/
https://www.virtualhypnosisonline.com/
http://www.bruceeimer.com/
https://gumroad.com/dehidigital/
https://elmanhypnosis.com/
https://www.victoriamgallagher.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TheControlAlternative/
http://www.hypnosisnewzealand.co.nz/pages/agatam/
http://www.sheilagranger.com/
http://changesaheadhypnosis.com/
http://www.hypnosisworld.com/
http://northamericanacademyofhypnosis.com/
https://moderndayhypnosis.com/
https://www.trancypants.com/
http://karenhand.com/
http://www.andrewhardwick.co.nz/
http://www.hypnoticstorytellingcourse.com/
http://hypnoheather.com/
http://www.health-couch.com.au/
http://hypnconsult.com/
http://www.royhunter.com/
https://www.jacquinhypnosisacademy.com/
http://www.elisabethjensen.com.au/
https://cortexacademy.org/
https://www.cerebromaster.com.br/
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Hypnotherapist & 
Autorized Instructor;  

Lehman Betsy NGH certified 
practitioner and 
61nstructor, Eden 
Medicine Clinical 
Practitioner, and 
Intuitive Sound and 
Light Practitioner 

www.theinnergatenc.com USA 

Lemaire Brice PhD www.dr-lemaire-brice.chirurgiens-dentistes.fr France 

Lette Justine Clinical 
Hypnotherapist 

Www.hypnosisnewzealand.co.nz New 
Zealand  

Light Randi BS, MS, CHI, CH https://www.randilight.org/ USA 

Linett Jason CH, CI, NLP Trainer, 
Keynote 

www.worksmarthypnosis.com  USA 

Merron Wendy Wilmington College, 
OH, BA 

www.TheCenterOfSuccess.com USA 

Mirza Turan Mr www.feel-good.today UK 

Mitas Helen Diploma of 
Hypnotherapy; Master 
Practitioner Time Line 
Therapy; Master 
Practitioner NLP 

www.HelenMitas.com Australia 

Modjoros MeLanie MD, AASECT 
Certified Sex 
Counselor 

www.SexualHealthConsultants.com USA 

Modjoros-
Elman 

Cheryl DB Ed  CI CH www.ElmanHypnosis.com USA 

Montis Ryan TCHt, TNLP, TTLT, 
Trainer of Coaching 

www.RyanMontis.com Canada 

Murrell Grant Post Graduate 
Diploma : 
Management & 
Strategic Marketing, 
Trainer NLP & 
Hypnosis,  MSC Sr 
Coach 

www.SuccessIsAFormula.com England 

Musche Stin-Niels HPP, BCH, Cht, 
CSPP, CHI 

www.hypnoschool.de Germany 

Nicoli Tom Board Certified 
Hypnotist, Certified 
Insatructor, Certified 
Coach & Consultant  
BCH, CI, CPC 

www.prosperusa.com AND 
www.mastervisionary.com 

USA 

O’Leary Pamela Clinical Consulting 
Hypnotist  

www.guidedsolutions.com.au Australia 

Oatley Hall Denise Consulting 
Hypnotist/Comedy 
Stage Hypnotist 

www.deniseoatleyhall.com USA 

Pank Christophe Consultant Hypnotist 
and Trainer 

www.hno-hypnose.com France 

http://theinnergatenc.com/
https://dr-lemaire-brice.chirurgiens-dentistes.fr/
http://www.hypnosisnewzealand.co.nz/
https://www.randilight.org/
http://www.worksmarthypnosis.com/
http://www.thecenterofsuccess.com/
http://www.feel-good.today/
http://www.helenmitas.com/
http://sexualhealthconsultants.com/
http://www.elmanhypnosis.com/
http://www.ryanmontis.com/
http://successisaformula.com/
https://hypnoschool.de/
http://www.prosperusa.com/
http://www.prosperusa.com/
http://guidedsolutions.com.au/
http://www.deniseoatleyhall.com/
http://www.hno-hypnose.com/
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Peacock Sue PhD, MSc, BSc(Hons) 
AdvDipH, Cpsycol, 
AFBPsS 

www.apaininthemind.co.uk UK 

Popa Eugen Yagerian Method 
Master Trainer 

www.eugenpopa.com Romania 

Quigley David BA. Duke University 
CHT Hypnotherapy 
Training Institute 

www.alchemyinstitute.com  USA 

Rapala Janet MSN (Master of 
Science in Nursing), 
CCM (Certified Case 
Manager), CHt 
(Certified 
Hypnotherapist) 

  USA 

Ravalia Dr.Munir BDS MFDS RCS 
Cons Sed DCHyp 

www.dentalsedations.co.uk UK 

Reynolds Emma CH, CI www.EmmaJReynolds.com Wales 

Ricci Laiz Neuropsychologist    Brazil  

Riley Kaz BSc Applied Biology, 
Dhyp, PDCHyp, 
BSCH 

www.sexualfreedomhypnosis.org UK 

Rosen Dr. Eric Ph.D., C.Ht., FPPR www.uphypnosis.com USA 

Roth Melissa CHt, CI www.melissaroth.com/ USA 

Roth Seth-
Deborah 

RN,CRNA,BA,CCht,CI www.HypnotherapyForHealth.com USA 

Russo Giancarlo Doctor Physiotherapy www.fisiosintesi.it Italy 

Sacco Marc RN, CRNA, BA, CCht, 
CI 

www.patientwhisperers.com USA 

Scholl Barbara OMNI and HypnoKids 
instructor 

www.barbarascholl.com Switzerland 

Scott Patricia PhD, C.M.T www.uphypnosis.com USA 

Simpson Ines Creator of the 
Simpson Protocol 

www.SimpsonProtocol.com/ Canada 

Smith Karl   www.ukhypnosisacademy.com UK 

Spencer Don Certified Clinical 
Hypnotherapist 

www.SleepNow.com  USA 

Stevenson Michael Hypnotherapy Trainer, 
NLP, TIME, EFT, Life 
Coach 

www.TransformDestiny.com USA 

Stockwell-
Nicholas 

Shelley PhD www.hypnosisfederation.com USA 

Tricarico Bruno Dr. www.BrunoTricarico.com.br Brazil 

Wackernagel 
 

Nicole CH, CI, DEHI Trainer www.SwissHypnosis.Institute Switzerland 

Waxkirsh Sharon BAHONS CHT MHT 
HBCE 

www.mindbeing.com UK 

Wipf Hansruedi   www.omnihypnosis.com AND 
www.hypnose.net 

Switzerland 

Woods Roger RN, CRNH, BCH, CI www.patientwhisperers.com USA 

Wong Gilbert   Hong Kong 

http://www.apaininthemind.co.uk/
http://www.eugenpopa.com/
http://www.alchemyinstitute.com/
http://www.dentalsedations.co.uk/
http://www.sexualfreedomhypnosis.org/
http://www.uphypnosis.com/
https://melissaroth.com/
http://www.hypnotherapyforhealth.com/
http://www.fisiosintesi.it/
http://www.patientwhisperers.com/
https://barbarascholl.com/en/
http://www.uphypnosis.com/
http://www.simpsonprotocol.com/
http://www.ukhypnosisacademy.com/
http://www.sleepnow.com/
http://www.transformdestiny.com/
http://www.hypnosisfederation.com/
http://www.brunotricarico.com.br/
https://mindbeing.com/
https://omnihypnosis.com/
https://omnihypnosis.com/
http://www.patientwhisperers.com/
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Guest Book 
 

The Elman Hypnosis Guestbook where YOU can share your experiences with 

everything and anything Elman.  So many people have told Larry and Cheryl how Dave 

Elman’s methods have helped them personally or professionally. 

This is your chance to share any methods you have used, how the Dave Elman 

Induction helped you with confidence,  or perhaps case studies of an anonymous client 

and the impact Dave Elman techniques had on their results. 

We have met thousands of people around the globe at conferences and classes.  You 

may want to share how we met or add a story (even if it is listening to one of Larry’s 

stories.) You can share your experience of what class you took with us, what book you 

read  or video you watched… basically Everything or Anything Elman.   

We are looking for YOUR stories about Dave Elman and Elman Hypnosis.  

Click here to add to or GUEST BOOK  

https://elmanhypnosis.com/guestbook/

